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"Whoever does anything to it will ruin it;
"Whoever lays hold of it will lose it".
- Tao Te Ching, Book 2, LXIV 154.
Those of you who were lucky enough to be flyIng in the Summer of 1982 may remember a
little essay I wrote for the November issue of
SKYSAILOR, entitled "The Tao of Flight". In it,
I explored the idea that, in flight, we have something so special, and so different, that we need
to develop a whole new way of looking at, and
relating to it. My main concern was that, by
looking too hard for ways to justify the fact that
we fly, both to ourselves and to our fellows, we
lose sight of what we are doing and thus destroy
the essential quality that sets flight apart.
Although the essay was written on an individual
level, the ways in which our wonderful pursuit
has developed in the intervening years have made
it necessary to expand the horizons a little, to
look at the way in which we attempt to administer the sport on a national level.

The traditional approach that we have adopted in
the past is that hang gliding is pretty much the
same as other types of human activity and can
therefore be administered in much the same way.
In relation to the A.N.O., we have taken the attitude that hang gliding is "nothing special", and
that it would have to survive on the scraps of
airspace left over by the "legitimate" airspace
users such as the aerial cattle trucks that masquer~de as airliners, and the R.A.A.F.'s death
machines. For years we waited under the table
for whatever scraps wel-e reiuctantly thrown to
us and then expected dedicated and talented indi~iduals like Kieran Tapsell to make something
worthwhile from them. The result, while being
a vast improvement on what we had, puts hang
gliding well and truly "in its place", as a very
junior member of the aviation world. After all,
while sensible airspace users see flight as a
means to an end, hang glider pilots actually have
the hide to enjoy themselves!
But our attempts to convince the world that we
are not just a bunch of hooligans who cavort
about the sky, with big smiles on our faces, are
not the only example of our "missing the point".
In our internal dealings we have been just as
silly. Take for example, the ridiculous attempts
to force pilots to renew their H.G.F.A. membership before the end of each year. Instead of trying to lead by example, e.g. by replying to correspondence promptly, our fearless leaders decided to take punitive action against tardy members
by imposing a five dollar fine on late .renewers.
While this may be acceptable behaviour for a
Rugby Club, it is hardly appropriate for a. lifestyle such as hang gliding. And to top It all
off, the would-be bureaucrats {see, it is possible
(0 spell it right), who took upon themselv~s to
impose such an onerous rule on the sport, dId so
in complete ignorance that the wording of their
resolution, as well as its intent, was in direct
contravention of the H.G.F.A. constitution. (The
constitution does not give H.G.F.A. the right to
impose penalties on individual members of state
associations). When this small point was brought
to the attention of this year's convention, the
result was the scrapping of the old resolution and
its replacement with a requirement for each
state association to raise its fees by five dollars.
One wonders how long it will be before someone
realises that the
H.G.F.A. is expressly prohibited by its own constitution from having any form
of control over the assets of the state associations. It would be gratifying to think that anyone
with the affrontery to take punitive action against
fellow pilots would take the time to read, an.d
understand, the constitution. Unfortunately, thIS
seems a little too much to expect.
Now I have no particular desire to re-open old
arguments, except in so far as they serve to illustrate a very important point. The continuing
debacle of the late-renewal penalty is the direct
result of some very crooked thinking.
Faced
with the administrative nightmare of have to process memberships all year round, the 1983 convention decided that the correct thing to do would
be whatever idea first came into their heads the classic kneejerk reaction. Surely an activity
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such as hang gliding deserves a little more
respect than that. Meanwhile, vital issues like
glider certification, improving the rating system
and encouraging more people to fly, were relegated to the "too hard" basket. On these issues,
it was decided that we could afford to mindlessly
ape the Americans. One only has to look at the
American
experience of a declining safety
record, falling memberships, and disappointing
competition performances, to see where such a
course is leading us.
It is very easy to just sit back and criticise
those "in charge" while not actually doing anything yourself. In fact, it is precisely this practice that has caused the problem in the first
place. Making the right decisions becomes much
less important if you know that they will be criticised anyway. The only answer is for each and
everyone of us, having achieved a deeper understanding through the wonder of flight, to become
directly involved in the running of hang gliding.
If this were done, there would be no need to
ever think of punishing our {ellow pilots. Here
endeth the lesson.

H.G.F.A. NEWS
Short-term Membership:
As from the end of July a new system of shortterm membership takes effect. As most members will already be aware, the old system had
degenerated into a complete farce, which even
thinly veiled threats from our office staff failed
to prop up. The new system, which we hope will
prove much more successful, is as follows:
Fee:
Validity:
Includes:

$5.00 DEDUCTIBLE FROM FULLTERM MEMBERSHIP FEE!!!
2 months
* Full membership rights for period of
cover,
* Third-party insurance,
* Two issues of SKYSAILOR.

Beginning August 1, all schools are to add $5.00
to the fee for each student's first lesson to
cover the cost of short-term membership. This,
along with completed application forms should
then be forwarded to H.G.F.A. as soon as possible.
Requirements for New Gliders:

" FREESTYLE ,83"
····THE MOViE ·.. ·
The video-tape of the first
Stanwell Pa rk Free Style
Gliding competition

Letters have been sent to all Australian manufacturers outlining what H.G.F.A. considers to be
essential documentation which should accompany
all new gliders. From now on, when buying a
new glider, you can reasonably expect to be supplied with:
(a)

A manual for that glider including a
specification sheet,

(b)

Either in the manual or on the glider:

Hang

fedtu ring
Dan ny Scott
Bruce Daniel
Phil Mathewson
Stew Kenwor thy

Allan Daniel
Steve Powt er
Rod Stevens
Steve Hague

r. t . 2 hrs40mi n
v hs
betd
pri ce $70
c heque ----7 ) & e cob y
3d rdymond rd. thrroul2515
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(c)

(I)

the limitations of certification
of that model, i.e. Utility Class
category, etc.,

(Ii)

when the glider was built and
tested,

(Iii)

stall speed at max. wing loading
and max. speed not to exceed
at min. wing loading,

A batten profile.

As all Australian manufacturers are responsible
types, we expect that this documentation will
soon become standard issue with every new glider
sold.
However, pilots are requested to inform
H.G.F.A. of any cases where the documentation
is not supplied.

Safety Officer Status:

The Cooplacurripa Cup

To qualify for Safety Officer status, the candidate must:

Dates:

5th. to 7th. October, 1985.

Venue:

Cooplacurripa
Coast).

Facilities:

See N.S.W.
this issue.

(I)

Hold a current P.R.3 rating or higher,

(il)

Answer to the satisfaction of two
Safety Officers, all priority questions
for all ratings up to the candidate's
current rating, plus all questions for
current rating,

(iii)

Be nominated by two Safety Officers.

All current Safety Officers should note the
changes made to the Safety Officer numbering
system.
From now on, your current number
should be prefixed by the first number in your
postcode, i.e.
N.S. W. Safety Officer No. 99, becomes S.O. 2/99
Vic. S.O. No. 25, becomes S.O. 3/25.

Each month from now on, SKYSAILOR will publish a list of forthcoming competitions. Due to
limitations of time and manpower, this will operate as a service to the organisers of competitions, rather than an exercise in investigative
journalism.
In other words, If you want your
competition publicised through this noble rag,
then let us know early.

Mid-North

Competition

News

in

N.S.W. State Championships:
Dates:

23rd. Nov. to 1st. Dec., 1985.

Venue:

To be decided.

Eungella/North Queensland Comps.
Dates:

Open - 21st - 27th. October, 1985.
North Qld. Championships - 25-27th.
Ian Cameron Memorial - 25th-27th.

Venue:

Eungella

Conditions:

The competition is open to any
pilot rated P.R. 4/5. A serviceable
altimeter and parachute are mandatory.

Facilities:

Accommodation is available at The
Chalet.
Camping wUl be allowed
behind the complex, and meals will
be available at the Caravan Park.

******

comPETITION
CALENDAR

(N.S.W.

Further
Information:

Graeme Etherton,
43 Thompson St.,
Aitkenvale. 4814.
Phone: 077 75 1224.

Please bear in mind that most people require a
reasonable amount of warning if they are to
organise leave and make preparations for a sortie into the wilds.
Also, the closing date for
SKYSAILOR is the 10th. of the month preceding
the month of issue it is wise to allow an extra
month on top of what you consider to be
adequate notice. The competition calendar will
include details of competitions up to a year in
advance, both local and overseas.
Forthcoming Competitions
The Nationals:
Dates:

Venue:

Qualifier - 7th. to 9th. Jan., 1986.
Rest/Emergency Day - 10th. Jan.
Nationals - 11th. to 18th. Jan.
Pack-up/Emergency Day - 19th. Jan.
Mt. Buffalo

Eungella; site
Queensland

of

the

North

Championships.
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NATi ONAL COACHiNG REPORT
This desk is starting to claim too much of my
time but as I am now on the payroll I guess I'd
better come up with something worthy of the
appointment....... a report to the members on
where things are at, seems like a logical place
to start.
At the annual convention the H.G.F.A. and the
new executive re-confirmed their committment
to further developing the National Coaching Programme and as a consequence improving our
safety and training standards. I have come up
with a list of priority projects for '85 and will
present them here as a record for accountability
in the future.
Firstly, I am at present working on updating and
upgrading our instructor lists and appointment
data by filing this information on both the
H.G.F.A. computer and the Secretary's Sydney
computer. This should allow speedy access and
cross referencing of all relevent data by the
executive and State Associations.
Secondly, I have begun a nationwide programme
of seminars for instructor certification and recertification. N.S.W. held theirs in March with
South Australia coming up in late July followed
by W.A. in August and Qld. and Tas. set down for
October and November with
Victoria yet to
set a date. By the end of the year we may have
gone some way to gaining a more nationally homogenous standard of instruction ensuring that all
active instructors are not only fully qualified but
meet suitable standards of training.
To further promote this national standard we will
undertake two new initiatives:
1.

The production and dissemination of a set
of mInImUm operating guidelines for all
instructors. This will not only outline the
required techniques and syllabus but set
down a minimum standard of equipment,
operating
conditions
and
administrative
requirements.
This guideline will be for
instructors training students up to PR2 pre-soaring stages.

2.

The second initiative involves the establishment of a system of H.G.F.A. Registered
Schools. The reasons behind this scheme are
mainly involved in trying to reverse a trend
to lowering standards of services and
instruction caused by an over supply of
schools and independantly operating instructors. The reduction of profitability caused
by this situation as can be observed in
places like Britain and the U.S.A. has ultimately led to a decline in overall participation
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with the ones suffering in the long run
being the potential new pilot. For a school
to obtain this registration a set of standards determined by the H.G.F.A. must be
surpassed. This system would be somewhat
similar to the PAD! Diving Schools System.
The schools gaining registration would be
able to offer a complete range of equipment, theory facilities and instructional programmes, employing some of the independent operators to give better student instructor ratio and a more complete professional
service. Intending instructors would be required to complete their apprenticeships at
registered schools in an effort to maintain
H.G.F.A. standards and, not only produce
better instructors, but safer and more highly skilled pilots.
A new instructor card system is also in the
works and this will carry information such as expiry date of appointment, safety officer number,
etc.
By not accepting or recommending substandard instruction you, the members and new
pilots can do far more than the best intentioned
pen pusher to improve instruction standards.
In conjunction with these we will be starting
work on the instructors tow endorsement, as well
as moving into the design of a level II accreditation for more advanced instruction and elite pilot
coaching.
With your support we should continue to lead the
way in yet another facet of our exciting sport.
Safe Flying,
Ian Jarman,
National Coaching Co-ordinator.

Starting

Young.
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H.G.f.A. REPORT
This month's H.G.F.A. Report appears on our new l etterhead which
features a revised H.G.F.A. logo. This design was given approval at
the Convention last May.
We bel ieve it is important for our logo to fulfill 3 functions:
first, it must be symbolic of hang gliding in Australia in the
80' s and beyond. Second, it shou 1d appea 1 to pi lots; and th i rd,
it should have a positive impact with the community at large.
Hence th e modified design and a change to full colour. Unfortunately,
funds do not allow for a colour reproduction in the magazine, but
the scheme is as follows:Gl ider and earth - bright blue
Pilot and Austral ia - crimson
Background - crims?n, orange, yellow, orange, crimson.
We will soon have car stickers, T-shirts (or iron-ons) and possibly
cloth badges available. More details next month.
The other logo is the official "1987 World Hang Gl iding Championship"
logo, also selected at the Convention. Both the "World Comp."
logo and the new H.G.F.A. logo were designed by graphic artist
Ken Roberts, who last year, produced the new "Skysailor" front page
artwork.
The World Compo logo, when printed in colour, will feature a yellow
and white gl ider on a sky blue background. The boomerang will be
brown with yel low and white motifs. T-shirts and other merchandise
will be something the World Competition Organising Committee will
deal with in due course.

REm I~DER - ACC I DENT REPORTS
All members are asked to remember that accident reports should be sent
as soon as possible to the Safety Co-ordinator in your State. He/she
should forward copies periodically (or immediately in se rious cases)
to the National Safety Director, Keiran Tapsell.

Martyn Yeomans - President

MT. BUFFALO, AUSTRALIA . .. VENUE FOR THE 1987 WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
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AUDITORS REPORT TO THE MEMBERS OF
THE HANG GLIDING FEDERATION OF AUSTRALIA

I have examined the Balance Sheet of the Hang Gliding Federation of Australia as
at 31 December, 1984 and the Statement of Income and Expenditure for the year
ended on that date.

In my opInion the attached Balance Sheet and Statement of Income and Expenditure
present a true and fair view of the cash transactions of the Federation for the
year then ended and is in accordance with the books of the Federation and the
information furnished to me.

Dated this first day of May, 1985 at Mentone.

(Signed)
Kevin O'Dea

*******************
*******************
*******************
*******************

Chartered Accountant

*******************
**
**
!!SYDNEY
PILOT'S!!
!! TOWING CLUB.!!
**
**
*******************
*******************
*******************
*******************
*******************

A

ON

MEETING will
Morgan's

be held at
residence:

BO ND PLACE,
(cnr. Os prey Drive)
ILLAWONG.
SATURDAY, 17th. AUGUST, at

Gary

7p.m.

The object of the me e ting is to
bring together pilots from around
the Sydney area, who are interested in organising regular towing
excursions.

[3l~[] ~ rl [3
CHAmp~DnSH~PS ~gal

WDAl[] HArl[3

m1 BUffEd[] Aus1raHa
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club is expected to have
a cc ess to a number of excellent
towi ng strips within a r easonable
dist a nce o f Sydney. All interested
pilots a re invited to attend.
Th e

HANG GLIDING FEDERA nON OF AUSTRALIA
INCOME & EXPENDITURE STATEMENT
FOR THE PERIOD 1st. JANUARY, 1984 to 31st. DECEMBER, 1984

1984

Income
Subscriptions
Commonwealth Grant
Interest Received
Sale of Instruction Manuals
Sundry Income & National Compo Refund
Skysailor Advertising
Total Income:

-r
72,955

1983

-r

16,000
2,396
Nil
1,543
2,579

51,676
10,000
1,235
42
475
~

95,473

68,565

Less EXEenses
Ambulance & First Aid Scheme
Audit & Accounting Fees
Bank Charges
Commonwealth Grant Expenditure
Convention Expenditure
Depreciation
Insurance
Instructors Seminar and
Certi fica tion
Membership Lists
National Competition Expenses
Printing - rating cards and
manuals
Secretarial, postage, tel., etc.
Skysailor - Printing and
Distribution
Subscriptions - Aero Club & F.A.S.
Administration Expenses
Prizes
State Fees
Office Rental Travel Grant

Excess of Income over Expenditure:

580
600
137
6,000
2,514
371
8,700

322
653
94
8,005
2,100
13,368

958
3,128
3,241

4,116
2,513
2,107

1,800
5,194

2,972
1,842

17,492
609
3,000
Nil
7,215
750

15,416
574
375
700
5,953
~

II

62,289

63,737

33,184

4,828

Refer Auditors Report Attached.
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THE HANG GLIDING FEDERATION OF AUSTRALIA
BALANCE SHEET AS AT 31st. DECEMBER, 1984.

1984

1983

Accumulated Funds - 1st January, 1984:

$16,767

$11,939

Add: Excess of Income over Expenditure
for year:

$33,184

$ 4,828

Accumulated Funds at 31st. Decem ber, 1984:

$49,951

$16,767

Members' Funds

Represented by:
Current Assets:
Cash at Bank
Cash on Deposit
Sundry Debtors
Imprest Bank Account

$ 8,765
$ 7,500
$ 1,335
$
498

$15,298
$24,802
$ 1,539
$ 6,160
$47,799

$18,098

$ 11712

$ 11465

$46,087

$16,633

Less Current Liabilities:
Trade Creditors

Fixed Assets:
Equipment - at cost
Less Provision for
Depreciation

$ 4,264

$

163

400

$

29

$ 31864

$

134

$49 1951

$16 1767

$

NET ASSETS:
Refer Auditors Report attached.
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General Meteorology
Part II
by Rick Jesuroga
Some of the best areas for hang gliding in
Colorado arc mountain sites with tahoff
devations above 11 ,000 feet MSL. Through
my years of hang gliding here, I've seen
many pilots who are used to flying in dense,
sea-level air, experience difficulty launching
and landing in thin, high-altitude air. Most
of us are ju;t not familiar with the large
change in density with dltitude. Although
more th.ln 99% of the total mass of the atmospher~ can be found below 50,000 fcet,
half of the mass of the atmosphere is
located in the lowest ]8,000 feet. It is not
uncommon for cross-country pilots to exc~ed this altitude, especially during the
summer months.
We consider the motion of air to be
similar to that of a liquid. Because air is
transparent and difficult to observe, we can
correl.!te its movement tn an element we
can observe. Although the flow of air has a

mosphere therefore increases as altitude
decreases. The density of water on the other
hand remains the same at different depths.
Although we understand the ba;ic horizontal flow of water, these changes in our atmosphere add a vertical component to the
air flow.
Atmospheric pressure is defined as the
force per unit area exerted by the weight of
the atmosphl:re . Here, we will begin our
discussion on high and . low preSSUfl'
systems.
A high pressure area is defined as an area
of higher pressure surrounded on all sides
by lower pressure. Likewise, low pressure
areas are defined as areas surrounded on all
sides by higher prl!ssurl!. As the .ltmospherl'
is always seeking a pressure equilibrium,
the wind will blow frolll high to low
pressure in an effort to eliminate the
pres,ure gr.ldient between the two ,ystl'rn,.

northern hemi sphere, the gre;,ter the elkct,
of the Corioli, forn' wlil be . Now let ·s look
at its ctlects on highs and 10\\ls.
In the northern hemi'>phere, as the wind
blows out of an area of high prcssurc it is
deflected to the right of its original din:ction
of motion. (S~e figure A . )
We note here that the rotatiun of the high
is c1llCkwi'>e. fkcJuse the terms r",rktl"isl'
.lI1d <llltlryr"mi,- define ,imiJar IlHitiun, we
often rell'r to high pressurt:' 5y;t~lI1s .I, anticyclones. Hl're. in figure A, we see the
high is bringing a westerly flow to the Great
Lakes region while Colorado is receiving an
easterly flow . Let's look lurther at thl.'
gener.ll weather characteristics of high
prc~surc

c.lll'as.

High, art:' generally .. ,soci,'ted with clear
skie, .InJ stable flying conditiuns. The v~r
tical movement of .. ir within a region of
high pre;;ure is lor the moot pMt a sinking

In the northern hemisphere, as the wind
blows out of 8n area 0' high preSSure It is
deflected to the right of Its original dlrec.
tlon _of motion. The clockWise mofion is
termed anticyclonic,

relation to the flow of a liquid, the atmospheric laws of motion do differ somewhat in their fluid dynamics. One very
basic difference is that air is compressible
while a liquid is not.
As gravity drdws the atmosphere close to
the earth, the atmosphere is compressed
ncar the surface. The density of the at-

However, there are other factors which will
determine the actual wind direction.
As we learned in Part I of this seri~s, the
Coriolis force is the direct result of the
earth's rotation underneath the atmosphere. The Coriolis force is latitude dependent, meaning the farther north the high or
low pressure system is located within the

motion. (See (igu r~ 13.)
Here we ,~e that converging air .110ft
descends OYer the surl.lct: high. If the high
pres,ur<: sy,tem i, not very intenst', thermab may ,till develop along th~ suriace.
On day, like these , therm.lls may have a
tenJency to rise ,lowly "nd dis,ip;Jtt:'
prematurely.
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The vertical movement of air within a region
of high pressure Is for the most part a sink·
Ing motion.

Here is a simple table which will help
readers relate Jesuroga's articles to
weather patterns in Australia.

1111111111111111
I'm sure we can <111 remember days when
it was warm and sunny, and we'd rush to
set up our gliders on tilkeoff , Then we
would wait for that big boomer to roll
through ilnd anticipiltc fantastic altitunc
gains. The only thing WilS, wc'd W<1it ilnd
wait with the entire day gning by offering
no significant thermal development.
Chances are, the weathrr may have been
dominilted by a high pressure system.
The downwilrd moving air in high
pressure areas is very slow - less than one
mile per hour. But it's usually enough to put
a lid on most of the convective activity that
makes good thermal soaring possihle.
Low pressure systems arc more complex
because they entail more variable weather.
The Coriolis force affects the low much like
it docs high pressure. /l.s the wind blows
across the pressure gradient at the surface
from high to low pressure, the Coriolis
force deflec'ts the wind to the right as it
enters the low. This gives the low pressure
system a cOlmterclockwisc rotation. (Sec
figurE' C.) Since t he terms COllllfcrclockwise
and cyclonic define similar motion , lows
are often termed cyclones. In figure C. we
sce that the low pressurc cell situated over
Colorado is bringing iln easterly flow to the
front range of Wyoming while Albuquerquc is recriving a westerly flow.
Low pressure systems ilre generally
associated with cloudy weather along with
precipitil ti nn. This mily he il good rule nl
thumb fnr areilS nf morr humid c1imiltrs.
But many Inw prrssurr systems have no
preci p itil ti on a nd only sCilltered or broken
c10udinrss in arca~ of dry climilt es. l.et's
It'ok at the vertica l movcment of air with in
the low prcs<lIfc sys lem .
TIl(' verticill motion of the low prcssure
system is ri~ing,,< convergence occurs at the
surfilcr . /1.< thr wind hln\\'s tn wd rd lower
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pressure , it rises above the low replacing
the diverging air aloft (See figure D . )
As an air parcel within the low rises
through the lower troposphere, the pressure
around the parcel decreases with altitude,
illlowing it to expand and cool. Cool air
cannot hold as much moisture as warm air.
As this rising air parcel continues to rise and
expand, it will cool to its saturation point.
This is called the condensation level and is
usually the approximate altitude of c1oudbase.
If the relative humidity within the low
pressure system is high , the condensation
level will be low in altitude . Likewise, if the
relative humidity is low, the condensation
level will be much higher. If there is not
enough moisture within the low to support
cloud development, the low pressure
system may pass through a given area bringing only partly cloudy skies and no real
significant precipitation . We will devote
more time to cloud development in Part IV
of this series. Now let's discuss other
weather phemomena of the low pressure
system.
Cold and warm fronts extend outward
from the center of lows (See figure E). Here
we arc looking downward at the surface
low and its cold and warm fronts . The arrows indicilte the surface wind direction
associilted with these fronts . Remember,
the low rotates in a counterclockwise man ner around its center. The barbs drawn on
the lower solid line indicate the leading edge
(If the cold front. The solid half circles indic;)te a warm front and its surface positi on. Note ca refully that the surface wind
direction turns 90° to the right after the
pi1~ sage of a front.
The weather associated with iI warm
front is likely to have widespread
rlnuriiness with light, continolls prccipita-

[ NORTHERN SOUTHERN
H'SPHERE H'SPHERE
Direction of travel
of weather 'systems ' E to W W to E
Direction of rotation of winds in:
HIGH PRESSURE SYS.

Clockwi se

LUW ~Kt~~UKt ~y~.

Antic I ockwi se

Il\ntl,II.IOCKclockwise wise

Low pressure systems rotate in a counter·
clockwise direcllon. This moll on Is termed
cyclonIc.

tion . The weather associated with a cold
front however, is likely to contain gusty
winds and cumulus cloud development
with heavy localized precipitation during
the frontal passage. At times, the passage of
a cold front can change the weather drastically within iust a few hours .
I remember three years ago I hiked up
Green Mountain in Golden, Colorado carrying an Oly 160 in sunny, 60" weather.
Within three hours I was hiking the glider
down the mountain through four inches of
snow in blizzard conditions. I noticed the
front approaching while it was ten miles
away and barely had enough tim!' to fold in
the wings.

A numher llf filctllrs actu,111y determine
how i\ k)w p ressu re systel11 ;md its ,"sociat!'d fronts can ilffect il giv ... n area. Things
like moisture. tcmp!'rilture <lnd the inte nsity
of eilc h syste l11 , as well as the locatio n of the
system reli1tive to a specific area, will all
determine w(';!th!'r conditions for il given
ilreCl.

For eXilmpk ..1S iI I""" p.1SS!'S tn th ... s(ltlth
of Co lorado , its main mni<;tlll'(' Sllllrcr is the
Gulf nf Mc:,dco . This tvpe of slluthwest low
nften brings he;1vy snnwfall to the front
ril nge nf the Rock ies in winter but will teno
to le<lve the mou nt ains with little precipitation. If the low passes to the north of Colora do, the m oisture usually comes fro m the

In conclusion, we sec that although the
flow nf ai r a nd the flow nf il liquid have a
lot in cnm m nn, the density of ai r increases
as altitude decreases. Because o f th is, de n sity changes in the <It m osp hr re aod a vertic;! 1 compo nen t to the air flow, thereby
aid ing in the dev e lopment of h igh and low
pressure sys tems. The atmosphe re will seek
;1 preSSllre l'C]uilih rium hetw!'cn the two
systems Gillsing wind to blow from high to
lenv pressure. As the Coriolis force ocflects

generally associated with cleilr skies ilnd
stable flying conditions, while lows have
v;1riab le kinds of weilthe r . Lows are
gene ra ll y associated w ith c loudiness il nd
so me p recipitation caused by c() nvect io n o r
lif ting w ith in th e low.
Co ld a nd wa rm fro nt s exte nd o utward
f rom low pres~ure sy~te m s. W hil e war m
f r()n t ~ gen eril lly Cilllse li ght preci p itato n
over widespreild a reas. co ld f r(l!"'t~ are
ilssociated wi th gusty w in ds, cu mu lus

Wind blows toward lower pressure, rising
above the low and replacing the diverging
alrllioft.

1'.1-c if ic O C(" ln , It s cYc l(lnic r(l ta ti() n C.1U "·S
IWi1vil'r snow fall in th!' R(lcky M o unt a in s
whil e th ... front r,1nge rem.1 ins gener,1liy
c l('il r .l nd mil d .
Try t(lthink o f th e path th a t low pressure
syst ems ofte n take in you r parti cu/;'lr are<l
and correlilte the weather you 've o b se r v!'d.
Whil e th e path that th e low pressure
sys tems will ta kE' is hil nl to pre d ict. th ey
h;lVe;1 generil l tende ncy to f(l il ow thr: direction of th ei r w arm fr o nts .

1111111111111111/
the wi nd toward the right in the northern
hemi sphere , high pressure sys tems turn
clockwise or in an ant icyclonic rotation,
while lows turn co unterclockw ise or in a
cy cl o nic rotation . High pressurr a reas are

clouds and localized heavy precipitation ,
providing there is enough moisture within
the low to sllpport cloud development . We
can also note that lows affect areas differently depending on the t~mperature and
the amount of moisture available, as well as
the intensity of the system itself. The
relative position of the system regarding a
given area will also determine what type of
wea ther that pa r ticular location will
receive ,
There is much more we'll learn regarding
warm and cold fronts and their associated
cloud types as well as cloud development.
Our next section in this series will concern
itself with the actual mechanism that's
respons ible for the formation of high and
low pressure systems . ~

Cold and warm fronts extend outward from
the center of lows. The weather associated
with a warm Iront Is likely to have wIde·
spread cloudIness with light, continuous
precIpitation. Cold Ironts are characterized
by gus ty wInds and cumulus cloud develop·
ment with heavy localized preCipitation duro
Ing the frontal passage.
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points out that:-

EDITORIAL
I hate rules as much as the
next guy.
Nothing annoys me
as much as arbitrary bureaucratic
regulations
and
controls
which impinge upon my existance and intrude into my private realm of being.
There
appears to be somewhat of an
anarchistic
streak
amongst
Hang Glider pilots - easy to
write off the general populace
with its blind obedience to the
vast conglomeration of laws and
regulations of society, when you
realise how far flight puts you
beyond such mundane concerns.
As pilots we are constantly
faced with a dilemma: Flying
in controlled airspace may not
appear to be anthing other than
breaking another of those bloody
annoying rules put out by semimoronic pen-pushers whose closest experience of flight is the
height gain of their office elevator.
However, while flying at "illegal" sites may not appear to
harm anyone (unless you crash)
the reality is that by doing so
you risk more than a heavy
fine. Lengthy negotiations have
been underway for years on our
behalf by people such as Kieran
Tapsell, Bruce Cunningham and
others to try and win a better
deal from the D.O.A. They are
perilously close to a breakthrough.
But how can the
D.O.A. accept our sincerity to
adhere to new limitations when
we constantly flout the old?
It's not my position or desire to
come down heavily on anyone
as to where they can or can
not fly.
If we are all honest
we realize that a lot of us may
have slightly bent or even broken one of those rules.
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Last
H.G.A
month
N.S.W.
received two complaints from
the D.O.A. about hang gliders
operating in controlled airspace.
It wont take too many more to
destroy everything which has
been
painstakingly
achieved.
Think about it.
Well, enough of my playing the
stern parent (I'm younger than
you all anyway!) Winter is certainly lots of fun this year. I've
got off the ground about as
much as a consumption tax lately. If this keeps up I'll think
seriously of taking up golf,
learning tennis, or even•••• gulp••••
Trivial Pursuit!

(a)

the relative isolation of the
venue is an advantage in
that the area is unlikely to
be
subject
to
D.O.A.
restrictions
(considerable
concessions
have
already
been given).
Additionally,
landing zones will not impose upon landowners and
the local population.

(b)

the "site owner" has agreed
to provide shower/toilet facilities on a fifty-fifty cost
basis.
catering for meals and/or
food storage facilities can
be provided (not forgetting
refreshments).

(c)

(d)

Anyway, do it in your dreams!
Adam.

Cooplacurripa is an excellent competition venue with
possible development of several launches
with
twowheel-drive access and comfortable set-up areas.
The ridge itself is a very
steep
2,000
ft.
A.G.L.
(3,000 ft. A.S.L.) and 15
kms. long with similar surrounding
topography.
The
site is 80 kms. from the
coast and excellent flights
and conditions have been
recorded at previous competitions.

With the National Competition now being held at
Mt. Buffalo, the Cooplacurripa area is the nearest in
character we have available
in order to train and select
the N.S. W. team.
(f) Much of the money spent
at Cooplacurripa will go toward site development; possibly toward establishing a
permanent
state
compo
venue.
You are aware of my recommendations regarding a tow compo
as in last "Skysailor".
The
N.S. W.H.G.A. must now weigh
up the pro's and con's of both
of these.

(e)

N.S. W. COMPETITION NEWS
A submission to run the N.S. W.
state competition at Cooplacurripa . has
recently
been
received from Craig Worth.
This, together with Denis Cummings' "Flatlands" style state competition submission would have
been considered by the time you
read this, by N.S.W.H.G.A.

Entry fees for either venue will
be in the vicinity of $80.QO per
pilot, less possible subsidy by
N.S.W.H.G.A., to mean an actual

cost of $40.00 to each pilot;
plus tow costs and/or transport
costs.
Competition dates remain the
same 23.11.85 to 1.12.85 inclusive.

THE COOPLACURRIP A CUP
The Mid North Coast Hang Gliding Association at its inaugural
meeting has resolved to hold
this competition over the October Long Weekend, (5th - 7th.)
at the CoopJacurripa site.
Hopefully the competition will
cater for P.R.3 to 5 pilots, and
entry fees, if any, are to be
kept to a minimum. You will
need to come prepared to camp
in rich, green pastures by a gurgling, mountain stream, surrounded by spectacular topography.
Height gains to 10,000 ft.A.S.L.
and flights of 80 kms. have
been recorded at this site.
More details next month.
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Thanks,
Bob Barnes,
N.S.W. Competition Director.
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sup porting
competitions

The Club seems to be running
very smoothly at the moment
and over the last few months.
One certainly gets that impression when, after our last Meeting,
our Guest Speaker, Will White
commented that everyone had
such a good time and there was
such a great spirit among the
Members that he'd like to Jom
- of course we offered our welcome!
Programmes Co-ordinator:
Since the A.G.M. (2nd. April),
Paul Stannion has held this position and as such has been responsible for orgamsmg Guest
Speakers, slides, videos, etc. for
the "entertainment" side of our
monthly Meetings. I am sure we
would all agree that Paul has
done a great job. The last few
mettings have been some of the
best ever, thanks to him.
Unfortunately Paul has had to
leave us to take up a new job
in Perth. I'm sure we all wish
him every success and hope to
see him from time to time
when he returns to fly our eastern air.

those wishing to tow for the
first time or who are still fairly
inexperienced.
For the more experienced Club
fliers,
you
are welcome
to
borrow the Club's towing gear
on a first come first served basis to go to whatever venue you
wish.
The new rope i!': !"lOW
available.
May we remind learners that
Winter is the best time of the
year to begin towing due to the
lack of strong thermal activity
resulting in much smoother air
for those early flights. Towing
then becomes the ultimate flying experience in the summer
with the well honed skills you
have mastered in the cooler
months .•••• no sweat!
Venue for Monthly Meetings
Those of you who attended the
A.G.M. (2nd. Apri!), and the last
Meeting (2nd. July), will know
that we have had a fair amount
of difficulty with the local management of the "Time and Tide
Hotel" in securing a booking to
use the meeting room.
We
were getting contradicting stories from the Owner and the Bar
Manager, and could never be
sure whether or not our venue
was available on the night.
After some very frustrating negotiations on both occasions we
succeeded in having our way.
At the last meeting this left
some doubt as to whether we
would continue to use this pub.

As yet we have not found a replacement P.C. but hope to do
so at the next Meeting... all volunteers gratefully accepted!
Cassillis Towing Week-Ends:
Despite a very enthusiastic initial response to our towing/training weekends a slight decline in
the number of people wishing to
take part has occurred.
It is
for this reason we have decided
that rather than announce a proposed week-end and then look
for participants, a time consuming process, we ask that individuals get together and form a
group of not less than four at
a time and then contact Brian
Body (452 4382) or Nigel Goddard (498 6782) to arrange a
date.
This applies mainly to
SKYSAILOR
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The owner of the pub has now
promised a letter confirming a
permanent booking on the first
Tuesday of each month. So the
next Meeting WILL take place
at the "Time and Tide". If we
are not let down again, all foll~ i ng
Meetings will take place
there.

That sometimes means imposing
rules on the membership which
Howmay appear unnecessary.
ever, consider that although you
may have the expertise or luck
to top land at a site without
damage to either yourself or
anyone else, does that give you
the right to break a rule and
therefore perhaps encourage a
lesser pilot to also try to top
land and screw up?

Membership Cards:
These have now been printed
and distributed to financial members at the last Meeting, or enPlease sign
closed herewi tho
your card and keep it in your
wallet. A plastic sleeve for the
card will be available at the
next Meeting.
Discounts to Members:
Most of you will know that our
members receive a discount on
certain items at "Shuttle Electronics"
at
Brookvale,
(e.g.
'Pierce Simpson "40 channel C.B.
radios). We have now arranged
a 10% discount on goods purchased at "The Boating Shop" in
Moree Street, Gordon - just opposite the Post Office. So when
you need to buy shackles, clips,
etc., for attachments to your A
frame, elastic shick cord for
battens or glider ties, sail repair tape, sail cleaning products
or indeed any boating lines used
in hang gliding, pay a visit to
"The Boating Shop". The prices
are very competitive even before the discount.
SkySailor:
Chris South needs your contribution to SkySailor•••. the subject
can be anything related to our
magic sport •••• first flights, new
sight/sites,
technology,
safety,
gadget ideas, great flights, aerial photography, personalities in
the sport, club news, flying techniques, your last parachute deployment, etc.
The lifeblood
of the magazine depends on lots
of interesting articles.
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WHY DOES S.A.H.G.A. EXIST?
A strange question perhaps but
no doubt some pilots or people
interested in learning to fly a
hang glider have questioned the
necessity of a self-imposed bureaucracy and compulsory membership in a sport where one
can seemingly be free as a bird.
Why is it that other sports that
we can draw parallels with, for
example; sail-boarding, surfing
and scuba diving, etc. seem to
exist O.K. without compulsory
membership and few controls?
I believe there are several
reasons why hang glider pilots
in general and particularly here
in South Australia form a close
knit group.
Ten years ago when our sport
was comparatively new and potentially dangerous, people interested in hang gliding in its first
stages got together to share
experiences and knowledge.
It
soon
became
apparent
that
D.O.A. would regulate us if we
did not regulate ourselves
another reason to group together. In South Australia the
nature and location of our sites
especially on the Fleurieu Penensula means that most pilots
fly the same sites together and
that has helped keep the club
close. Our country members although geographically removed
from Adelaide are well known
to city members because of
competitions or holidays in their
areas.
To further the sport of hang
gliding here in South Australia
S.A.H.G.A. must continue in
this role of overseeing and self
regulation.

Remember, it's no fun losing
sites because someone's landed
on a house and it's no fun pulling a mate out of a broken glider.
So remember, you're a member
of S.A.H.G.A. because it provides an opportunity for learning, camaraderie and an environment where a safe attitude to
flying is promoted. It is also
for you to be insured in case
you do screw up one day and
compound your broken bones and
financial hassles.
glider with
Finally, A.N.O. 958 says it is
illegal to fly without membership.
S.A.H.G.A. is your Association,
help to keep it in touch with
you by letting the Executive
know your ideas and feelings.
Colin Hanson Does Something
Nobody Else Has!
Yes, on Monday, 10th. June,
Colin our esteemed Safety Director flew from Ochre Point to
Snapper Point and back!! A distance of some 12 kms. total.
Colin, flying a Moyes G.T.R. 162
flying in a W.N.W. wind had
most difficulty in crossing a gap
at Port Willunga.
Well done Colin, I can't wait
for a blow by blow description
of your flight at the July meeting.
This flight, south of Ochre,
comes on top of Garry Fimeri's
pioneering flight north of Ochre
to Onkaparinga River (about 6
kms.)
Of course the next remarkable
flight will be if someone can
put the two flights together or
maybe head even further south
to Sellicks or Myponga or ! !

Snowtown Fly-In
Strong northerly conditions prevailed on the weekend of the
8th., 9th. and 10th. June and the
flying at Snowtown was affected.
Saturday saw some
brave
souls towing and Paul
Kelley
and Chris Hunter got
blown
along for
10 and 15 kms.
respectively.
Sunday didn't prove much better
except some pilots managed air
time at Illawarra Hill late in
the evening
when
conditions
moderated to gale force.
Monday was strong and west so
the Lochiel site was flown, but
only later in the day as the
wind abated.
For the 25 pilots and friends
attending the fly-In it was an
opportunity to socialise over a
few drinks and even though the
flying wasn't the best, the newer pilots hopefully got some benefit by cornering non-flying senior pilots and S.O.' s to get
some answers to rating questions.

22nd. June saw novice pilots
Dragan, Ron, Andrew and John
at the base of Mt. Terrible having some training flights and
coming out unscathed at day's
~nd.
Advanced pilots launched
off Mt. Terrible later in the day
for flights ranging from Peter
Salewski, 15 minutes (without instruments) to 5 minutes.
No
fence landings were recorded although Peter Salewski did have
some problems with Chris Hunter's boot!

Rob

Woodward.

A.C.T.
News.

Over the last month there have
been some good weekends of
flying in the general northerly
conditions.
Sellicks was flown
on Saturday,
15th. June by
about 8 pilots with the rain
dampening some enthusiasm but
altitudes of 1,000 ASL cheered
us up. For a change Colin headed north as far as he could go
and ended up 1.8 kms. from the
Sellick's Ramp.

With Spring dosed Williamsdale
has seen many pilots just recently. There is one major area of
concern arising from this phenomenon. That is that Williamsdale has a navigation beacon
near
take
off and aircraft
approaching
Canberra
Airport
fly directly over it and are
often very low. So please be
careful and keep to the height
restriction.
On the brighter side, we have
had some great weather over
the last few weekends, keeping
people flying over winter.
have been teaching nearly
every weekend over winter and
I'm getting a bit tired of it
now.
So if anyone would like
to help the club and do some
teaching, let me know.
Mark J oIly is organising a group
the St.
John's
booking
for
Ambulance
first
aid
course,
which runs over a weekend and
once passed is valid for three
years. It also is one of the requirements for S.O. and Instructor Certificate, so give Mark a
call and get your name down.
Bruno Wright,
President

Steve Blenklnsop Receives Grant
From S.A. Sports Institute
Recently, S.A.H.G.A. was notified of a grant to Steve for his
travel and competition expenses.
Steve was recommended by S.A.
H.G.A. to S.A.S.I. for consideration for funding because of his
competition results. Steve also
wants to get involved with some
research on ways of improving
pilots' stamina and physical conditioning to cope with long XC flights.
Steve is currently
competing for Australia in the
World Comps. at Kossen, Austria.

Mt. Spring is one of our best
Westerly sites for both beginner
and experienced pilots. It has
been the starting point
for
many cross country flights yet
is still good for first high
flights or just soaring.
But
until this is sorted out we will
just have to fly at Williamsdale.

By the time this comes out it
will be late news but just so
everyone knows:
Mt. Spring has just recently
been sold and the new owners,
the Barbatanos, are happy for
us to continue flying there on
one condition.
That is that
every pilot wanting to fly there
fills out a waiver form. After
discussion with the Barabatanos
a letter and sample waiver form
has been sent to their solicitors
for
approval.
Hopefully the
H.G.F.A. might help us by covering the cost of the solicitor.
So that is how it stands at the
moment. We are not to fly
from Mt. Spring till all this is
settled.

HANG GLIDING ASSOCIATION
BOX 2 12 . MORNINGSID E. BRISBANE . 0
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By Ted McAllan,
Outgoing President
The events leading up to and
the results of the Q.H.G.A.
elections held on June 24, 1985.
Q.H.G.A. first called for nominations for an election to be
held on March, 30, 1985. Nomination forms were printed in
Skysailor
for
several months
prior to the closing date. All
nominations had to be received
by 31 st. Decem ber, 1984.
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One
nomination
only
was
received, and that person was
elected to the committee as
Safety Director. There being no
other nominations the existing
Committee were re-elected.
Following this election certain
Q.H.G.A. members (who did not
appear to have read Skysailor)
were grumbling about how they
wanted to nominate for the
committee but did not know
about the nomination forms or
the election.
In an effort to stop any dissent
amongst any Q.H.G.A. members,
the President, Secretary and
Treasurer announced their resignation from the Executive so as
to allow another election to be
held.
The results of
were as follows:President Secretary Treasurer -

that

election

Jerry Furnell
Kathy Furnell
Barry Edwards

It now appears that following
the second election this year
there are still some members
not satisfied and desperately
trying to cause friction.
Their
motives have still not surfaced
but it will be interesting to find
out what they are.
However,
that
is
something
for
the
future. Now back to the present.
The Q.H.G.A. Committee consists
of:President
and Q.H.G.A.
Spokesman

- Jerry Furnell

Vice
President

- Stan Roy

Secretary

- Kathy Furnell

Get sore if you're not appointed
to a committee, but if you do
get appointed, don't attend any
meetings.

Treasurer

- Barry Edwards

If

Safety Director- Richard Nivens
Immed. past
President & State
Co-Ordinator - Ted McAllan
Government
Departments
Negotiator
Committee
Member

Do nothing more than is absolutely necessary, but when the
other members roll up their
sleeves and do it all, howl
about how the club is being run
by a clique.

- Heather
McAllan
- Henk Van
Raalte

Note The postal address remains the
same - Q.H.G.A. P.O. Box 212,
Morningside. 4170.

Hold back your subscription as
long as possible to give the secretary some unnecessary work.
Start a whispering campaign
about finances (or anything else).
Don't bother about getting new
members•••• let someone else do
it.

HOW TO KILL A
HANG GLIDING CLUB

If this , example does

- IT'S EASY
Don't attend meetings,
do, come late.

asked by the chairman your
OpInlOn on some matter, just
tell them you have nothing to
say, then, after the meeting,
tell everyone how things ought
to be done.

if

you

not show
that you only respond where
your own interests lie, nothing
will. So let's all get behind our
committees and show the rest
that we are the best.

If you do attend, find fault with

the officers and other members,
sit at the back and talk to the
person next to you.
If the weather doesn't suit you,

NobbyNotes

don't dream of attending.
Never accept office••••• it's much
easier to criticise others than
to do something.

By J. Furnell (President)
Winter! Brrr..... What a great
time for flying in South East
Queensland.
This is the time
of year when we see cloudbases lifting above the usual 23,000
feet
we
experience
through most of summer, boy oh
boy, is it COLD!
Now that
Tamborine is on again let's see
some fliers achieve some good
triangular course flights.
For those looking for open cross
country distances you can join
the Nobby members towing out
on the Downs. In fact, in our
August meeting we will have
held a towing seminar, courtesy
of Fred Brookes, followed by
practical lessons on the weekend
of 24th. and 25th. of August.
I hope to see you all there.
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Our new Nobby T-Shirt is out
NOW and stunning audiences the
world over.
To get yours,
please contact Barry Edwards or
phone 209 2674.

$1,000 for flying the furtherest
(a mere 13 meters).
Another
hindering restriction was the no
more than
10 m. allowable
wingspan.

I would like to encourage all
Nobby fliers going to Eungella
this year to continue on to the
Cairns compo the following week.
The Cairns' fliers have a great
site to fly and are kindly offering those who attend, special
accommodation.
Would
all
those fliers attending Eungella
and/or Cairns please contact me
on 399 6108 to arrange the best
possible transportation and bookings for rooms.

For those who regularly fly over
water here are a couple of tips
I learnt from my recent splashdown.
1. Stay calm.

The Nobby Christmas party will
be held on Friday, 29th. November at the Mansfield Tavern.
(Subject to bookings, availability
The date is
and price etc.)
also tentative since we are hoping not to conflict with the
Newcastle Christmas Rage. (The
deal is:- "We'll come to yours
if you come to ours!").

.

Due to lack of a serviceable
westerly site, the venue for the
Stringybark Fun Week-end was
changed
to
Killamey.
Both
days were flyable and two alternate sites were flown.
All
those who set up on the Sunday
got a fly. In the morning, lightmoderate south-westerlies saw
several pilots launch from Sunday Plains (1,500' above valley
floor), and achieve reasonably
Later the wind
gqod flights.
increased and Boils Mountain
was flown in air as smooth as
a sea breeze. Pilots gained up
to 500' above take off and easily flew down to the landing
paddocks near the caravan park
where we were staying.
The
countryside around Killarney is
a mixture of flatlands, gentle
hills, towering mountains and
ranges, cliffs and gorges. Those
interested in flying these spectacular sites can phone me on
399 6 108.
On Saturday 29, June, the Gold
Coast saw the Annual Birdman
at
Fishermans
Rally
held
Wharf. To win $10,000 one has
to fly 50 m. off a 5 m. ramp
Making
over wa ter (COLD).
life difficult was a good 10
knott tailwind. The winner won

4. Don't kick and splash madly
as this will tangle you up.
I'd like to finish with two
thoughts:1. It is easier to be someone's
friend than not.
2. The reason for long weekends
is that all the bad we:::thcr
won't fit into a normal week
end.

2. Act surely and deliberately.
3. Either unhook and swim out
or if your harness is loose
enough, swim out from it.

=====::J\

CAIRNS }"\~~~:;::;;;;;::;;:::;:;=
HANG GUDING CLUB

A solution to investing your tax
refund - after Eungella, continue
to Cairns for some of Spring's
finest flying, and maybe depart
with a bootful of prizes. We
have been busy upgrading the
take-off site at the Gillies. This
a
loop
includes constructing
road to reduce congestion and
triple the parking area, erecting
an enclosed shelter over our conversation pit, with a work bench
and sink, and hopefully some
bunks for those of you not
totally equipped for camping
overnight on the Saturday. Not
forgetting our masterpiece - a
cyclone proof outhouse for the
more
discerning
flyers
and
friends amongst us.
Thanks in
particular to Len Miller, Ernie
Frei and Nev. Akers for the
Gillies work.

Nev
a

Until next month, fly high everyone.
J. FURNELL

CAIRNS
CORNER
Flying the Gillies in earnest is
gaining
momentum,
however
those big flights over the back
haven't started yet, (this was
written early July), mainly due
to the ground not being quite
dry
enough,
hence
thermal
sources.
But with the enthusiasm shown within the dub for
over the back flights, we will
have a good task set by NovemRay Parsons has slipped
ber.
into a new GTR and he and
others are contemplating new instrument packs for the coming
thermal season. A spot landing
task is also envisaged near the
Mountain View Hotel and a pylon race only as a contingency.
An event I'm no so pleased to
report on was a cross-bar on a
Probe 18 folding up in flight.

Akers s truggle s ga me ly
r unawa y be a c h umbr e ll a
Rex's Lookout, Ca irns.

wit h
at
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This kit belonged to Ernie Frei
and he had just launched when '
the glider's handling started to
deteriorate
he landed and
noticed increased billow in the
sail.
As he walked the glider
along the beach, the fight crossbar snapped.
He was saved in
flight by the cross-bar bending
forward and coming to rest on
the leading edge mylar - so it's
a fallacy to think that crossbars cannot fail. He has since
replaced both cross-bars with
new sleeved tubes.
One of our more illustrious
instructors; John Allen has commenced a training school at Malattracted a
anda.
He
has
couple
of
ladies
onto
the
course, and we fellas' think it's
just great.
Finally, some gir.l s
who won't get bored talking
about hang gliding - joke!
Referring to our competition on
the 2nd. and 3rd. November, the
first timers to Cairns amongst
you may have some questions,
like - where can we stay cheap? and what to do during
the four or five days leading up
to the compo and so on. I am
happy to attempt to answer
I
such questions and others.
can
be
contacted
on
(070)
50 5210 or 53 5362.
So, until Young galah 21st. to
27th. October and Cairns, 2nd.
and 3rd. November.
Safe soaring,
Glen Kraemer,
Secretary,
Cairns Hang Gliding Club.

MO[Q)=
[NJ (Q) ~UG={]
'(g(Q)~§U

[}={]o@o~o
Kew Motel was the venue for
the inaugural meeting of the
Mid North Coast Hang Gliders
Association.
This takes in an
area from Pacific Palms to
Coffs Harbour.
The meeting
was well patronized with about
20 pilots showing their support
for the club.
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No
president
was
elected,
instead contacts were nominated
from each of the major flying
areas:Craig Worth -(Forster-Taree)
Steve Hagney-(Laurieton Kendall)
- (Port Macquarie)

Bob Cox

Tom Dinning
or Joe Scott -(KempseyWest Rocks)
The
club
Cup
end
this
ring

so far is a clear indication of
the high level of interest in
this research project. With continued support I am sure we
will
reach
the
target
of
$1,000.00.
Next month I hope to include
with the Financial Report, a
brief summary of the technical
aspects of the project.
Richard McWhinney.

South

first major event for the
will be the Cooplacurripa
to be held the long weekin October. See article in
issue for more details or
Bob Barnes.

Steve Hagney,
Temporary Secretary,
(The only mug that turned up
at the meeting with a pen and
paper).
Stress Levels in a Hang Glider
Air Frame
Financial Report
Fund raising for this project has
got off to a very pleasing start
as may be seen by the generous
donations already in hand:
D. J. Murtagh

$100.00

Chris McDonald

$ 60.00

R. McWhinney

$ 50.00

ATTENTION SAFETY OFFICERS

Enterprise Wings

$100.00

The Safety Officer list was included this months so that the
records could finally be brought
up to the proverbial scratch.
The list is the most comprehensive I could do with the records
available. I realise there are
many
partial
and
complete
omissions and I am endeavouring
to rectify this once and for all
with your help. If you see any
error or omission pertaining to
your S.O. details then could you
please phone me on 398 2902 or
write C/N.S. W.H.G.A.
P.O. Box 121,
Sutherland. 2232

Newcastle Hang Gliding
Club
$ 91.04
H. Daniel

$ 50.00

D. Floyd

$ 20.00

J. Clark
(and others)

$ 25.00

TOTAL at 5.7.85

$496.05

Many people have spoken to me
after
reading
the
previous
article and have expressed their
support for this project. Without exception everyone has said
they will be very interested in
seeing the results. The generous financial assistance received

Thankyou,
Trevor Gardner
Secretary.
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WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
KOSSEN '85
by

Ian Jarman
,

I.

."'It~ ~

~
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"
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"

"
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THE PRELIMINARIES
Bangkok's Patpong faded into a
humid polluted haze..... a muddled montage of ping pong balls
and razor blade stunts, chilli
afterburn and demented drivers••• beneath now the Alps Snow
clad peaks reaching up to scrape
the jumbo's underbelly ••••• and the
reality of the impending world
contest struck me like a hammer. And a quick blow it was,
as Rolf crammed us into his
dad's Mercedes, our gliders on
a special trailer sped off south
along the autobahn to Austria
and Kossen.
The next concrete memories are
snowy peaks thousands of feet
below as I bump along beneath
a darkening cumulus, not sure
if I am actually off the 747.
As our training picked up we
split into group pairs•••• Bruce
and Alby Daniel, Moysie and
Rick Duncan, Danny Scott and
Stevie Gilmour and Blinky and
myself•••• and began attempting
the proposed courses, looking
for the best routes through the
narrow valleys and around or
over the towering peaks and
craggy ridges or along the glacier strewn ranges like the Zillertal Alpen.
The good weather
continues through-out the practice period except for one drizzly day we took off to marry off
part of our 37 strong enterage.
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As the competition wound up to
start we slipped into our private
apprehensions
and
tense
preparations••••• as a result my
report will centre around my
own impressions and perceptions.
I was very much wrapped up in
attaining my own goals and I
apologise for not being able to
present a more rounded and
comprehensive story.
THE ELIMINAnONS
Guggenmos,
Pfieffer,
Pendry,
Carr, Lorenzoni, Hainey, Guiterez,
Fauchier, Lothe, Bennett
and Steve Blenkinsop were just
some of the top pilots setting
up around me on day one. From
these and the remainder that
made up the 50 odd pilots in
Green group only ten would proceed to the finals and join the
other qualifiers.
Each group rotated from one
launch site to next with four
basic tasks for the launch directors to choose from, depending on the conditions. The aim
to was to set the longest makeable task, weather permitting,
with that course leading back
to
Kossen
where a shorter
course was to be flown until
eventually
landing.
Literally
you flew until you dropped and
with continuing good weather
this meant that on most days
you needed to fly for something
like 3 to 7 hours to be in the
running..... this
definitely
was
developing into an endurance

event .... after
so
much
great
practice flying, day one was no
disappointment and 5 hours and
107 kms. later I was 16th in
our group with Blinky getting
back to Kossen to finish not far
behind Pendry. Pfieffer looked
like winning the day but by taking a gamble on finding lift
further down the ridge, the lateness of the day caught up with
him, forcing a landing 6 kms.
from Kossen, in Germany.... thus
scoring a zero. The next day
This
saw another long course.
time around the craggy towers
of the Kaisers with the day's
winner completing about
150
kms. A 110 kms. flight helped
me to move up through the
places when a strong S.E. wind
prevented the late starters from
making much headway in the
weak afternoon lift. Day three
and quite a few of us landed
back at Kossen for equal first
for the task, with the next day
spent sitting in the cold at Zillertal waiting in vain for cloud
to lift enough to launch. Run
5, back at the Zillertal, Blinky
and myself managed to maintain
high finishing positions after a
run above
tHe wild
glacier
country on the south side of the
Plnzgau
valley
In a
strong
northerly. This prevented everyone, bar the unstoppable Pendry,
from making ground over the
Turnpoint near Zell-am See.

Instability moved into the Tirol
for the last elimination round
with
storms
shutting
down
entire valleys.
With a desperate dive into a descending cloud
shrouded pass amongst hail and
thunder,
ominous
rumbles of
Blinky
and
myself
squeezed
down the narrow Saalbach valley, scratching our way along in
a turbulent weak lift, hoping to
get as far as a safe landing....
Steve scraped over my head as
I side-slipped around a tree and
onto the creek bank, and with
obvious relief he made the more
open Zell valley, a kilometer
further on. Scoring equal 4th.
for the round we had successfully qualified .... Steve 3rd and
5th. for myself, with Pendry
leading the group into the
finals.

The scoring system was at least
simple. leaving no doubt as to
what was required to do well .....
and that was to accumulate as
as possible.
many kilometers
landing in the designated zones
to gain the odd bonus points.
In qualifying we had flown nearly 400 kms. over 5 days •••• it's
hard to believe we were flying
Ricky
in
Europe••••• meanwhile.
and Steve had comfortably won
their group with Tudor. Gannet
and Kells fighting for the minor
placings.
Bruce and Al had
been scoring well. hovering in
the top ten of their group but
in the dodgy weather of the
later rounds a slip in placings
left them in 11 tho and 13th.
places and less than 10 points
from making it into the final
rounds •••• so. so close.
Danny.
like Bruce was on his first trip
overse~s and flew consistently.
managing to qualify with an
equal 6th. (with Bailey of G.B.)
while Gilly. his partner. hit the
deck early on the big first day.
. and although he flew competitively from then on. was unable
to make up enough places in
the
declining
conditions.
So
after the inevitable protests and
organizational indecisions
the
final t0l> 40 were announced including 5 Australias. 5 from the
U.S.A.. 7 Brits (giving them a
st~ong advantage)
and 5 CanadIans making up the bulk of

finalists. The scores were normalised and halved. This meant
that we now had a four-way
split for the lead. Pendry. Schotola of Switzerland. Ricky and
Steve
Bulger from the U.S.
was 29 points behind in 9th
Danny 5 points less in 10th with
Steve Blenk 60 points behind
th~ pace and yours truly wallOWing around 96 big points behind the leaders in 24th. slot.
THE FINAL ROUNDS
The first of the final runs saw
no appreciable changes as bad
weather kept us from doing
more than a dribbling few kliks.
Steve however. displayed that
old magic by nearly doubling
everyone-else's scores. bouncing
him into 6th. overall ••••• reducing
his 29 point deficit to only 3
points.
Improving weather meant that
there was a lot of flying to be
done yet ••••• this day saw some
Firstly the
radical changes.
scorers decided we were getting
lax on some of the rather ridiculous photo requirements (like
photos of your likely landing
~pot from under 1.000 ft ••••••• posItively a
suicide action
at
times) and so decided to in descriminately deduct some points
from just a few of the offending pilots. as an example••••••••
guess who got busted? But on
the flying side I managed to
tie it all together.
After a
rather late take-off. due to
switching wind. I caught the
pack when they were stuck in
patchy air ahead of an approaching squall••••••• teaming up with
Steve. we climbed in light hail
to base and headed off losing
contact in the murk.
Twenty
kms. later after another torrid
ride down the Saalbach canyon.
the turn point was within reach
and as I cruised over two familiar GTRs climbed to' meet me.
Taking our photos. Rick. Steve
and myself chuckled as yet two
more GTRs joined in below••••• only Tudor and Calvert crashed
this little party••••• everyone else
was way behind••••• turning for
home. we lasted together for 20
kms. before the stabilizing evening air split the
group.
P~shing into the increasing headWind. I worked to maintain maxavoid the
imum altitude and

increasing valley
winds and
efects. which
localised venturii
had Steve and Calvert struggling
on low spurs.
Relying on a
previously discovered lee side
thermal. I dived into the
rotor
behind the last ridge between
me and Kossen •••• I was there for
two hours and a couple of short
courses later I landed. picking
up more than my 96 points qualifying defecit •••• I was back in
with a chance along with Rick
and Steve and Pendry just ahead
•••••• at least on one day I had
beaten the rest of the best in
the world. Run 3 was the high- .
est scoring round of the entire
meet.
A camera failure put
paid to my brief glory and Pendry notched up well over one
hundred miles to take the lead
back from Steve.
Meanwhile
Danny had been having a few
photography problems as well.
being given a zero for run 2
while Blinky had been plugging
away in his usual steady style
and had moved himself up to
10th. slot. A slight F~hn effect
moved into the open distance
course during round four. turning
the good lift of the first 50 kms
into a blue day of scrappy wind
blown head and cross wind frustration. After a late retrieve
Steve had won the day. onc~
again closing on the flying peanut. while I had allowed Blinky
and Miller of Canada to push me
back to 10th. Calvert had also
been mobile in the last two
rounds. slipping to third ahead
of Rick.
An approaching low pressure system had the forecaster and locals
concerned
about
further
rounds as we headed for the
Hohe Salve launch.
I couldn't
resist the unstable forecast and
with a tail wind to Kossen decided an early start would' give
me most chance of picking up
places if it overdeveloped. With
a broken VB pulley. stuck fullon. .1 st~uggled to keep things
heading In the right direction
and approaching the turn point
I was way in front of the pack••
••• but they were catching fast
as fatigue started to take its
toll. A poor run down to start
the short course left me one
pylon short of the highest scorers and only equal to the others
nearby••••• I 1tho
placed.
Bennet
swapped with 9th. Miller and
the status quo was maintained.
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Not expecting to fly we headed
for take-off beneath black sky
for round 6. We flew, but the
only thing achieved was to confirm our GTR sail cloth choice
for Kossen rain. About 20 minutes after everyone else had
landed, three distinctive blue
and silver GTRs floated down
in the pouring rain to consecutive perfect landings instead of
the more common wet mylar
thump. We didn't fly again and
after all the protests and whinging subsided the only one upset
was Haney of Canada, being returned, lost photo points and
subsequently slotting nicely into
3rd place and pushing all those
behind back one •••••.•.• and me,
out of the ten ••••• what about my
photo points then? I thought,
but ••••••••.••••
CONCLUSION
There can be no excuses.
A
contest with eleven valid days,
with the competitors flying a
total of 48,873 kms. on official
flight, a simple scoring system
and the best soaring weather
Europe Is ever likely to see for
a contest ••.•• the special magic
of flying high above the Alps
••••.•• what
can
I
say?
We
proved beyond doubt, that even
without winning, it was close •••••
very close, and '83 was definitely no fluke ••••••••
We learnt much as a flying
team and I hope we learnt
enough to at least match the
organisation here in '87 (even
if we can't match the weather
and scenery).
Many, many people should be
thanked for their part in making
our presence well and truly felt.
Firstly, all the members who
contributed to the team fund,

your assistance and support set
the tone for a unified team effort. Clive Gilmour, who even
though he spent the entire contest suffering from flu and stomach upsets, managed the team
tirelessly, shouldering our many
travelling complaints and traffic
in- fringements, like a father
confessor. The family and close
friends that went along to give
individual team members more
than just logistical support but
the emotional and psychological
reassurance and stability, necessary for maintaining effort and
concentration••••••• and finally all
the supporters; the Oz refugees
that took over the Kossen bars
and Discos to blatantly intimidate any competitors that were
out trying to enjoy themselves.
We must now start preparing a
strong, experienced and cohesive
team for '87, to ensure a win
on our home pitch.
THE RESULTS ·
Pendry
Moyes
Haney
Calvert
Duncan
Slater
Thevenot
Carnet
Blenkinsop
Bennet
Jarman

TOE Eleven
G.B.
Aust.
Canada
G.B.
Aust.
G.B.
France
G.B.
Aust.
U.S.A.
Aust.

1392
1379
1288
1238
1222
1220
1192
1182
1153
1120
1107

The Teams
5191
4965
4530
4401
3398
2788

Great Britain
Australia
Canada
U.S.A.
Germany
France

* * *' * *

Dear Editor,
In general I think the H.G.F.A.
is doing a fair job. But there
are two areas in which efforts
have been appalling - the rating
system and the site guides.
Australia follows America like
an obedient little pup in most
areas, and it saddens me to see
hang-gliding included.
Most of
the advances in hang-gliding
have been made by Australians
In Australia, and yet we adopt
the rating system of a sick, perverted country like America (I
don't think I'm exaggerating). I'm
a P.R.2 and if I didn't break
our stupid rating system the
only place I'd fly would be my
back yard. Also the "20 flying
days" needed for a P.R.3 rating
is silly.
The emphasis should
be on no. of flights and flying
hours .
I don't know about the other
states, but N.S. W. 's recently released site guide is pitiful.
Surely you guys could do better
than photo-copying maps of a
small percentage of the sites in
the state from the street directory and tourist maps. Surely it
wouldn't take too much time
and
money
to
produce
a
COMPLETE site guide to all the
sites in the country and distribute it nation-wide.
Come on
guys, pull your socks up!
Sincerely,
Geoff Martin.
Editor's Note
The accepted response to such
criticisms in the past, has been
to point out that our sport is
administered
by
honorary
officials who give their time in
good faith and with the best of
intentions. While this is a valid
defence, I feel that some of the
criticisms raised in Geoff's letter
are valid also,
and deserve
better than just a repetition of
a stock reply.
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With regard to the rating system, the H.G.F.A. executive is
currently working on a complete
overhaul of our current, rather
outdated system, with a view to
implementation
immediately
after next year's Convention.
This new system should be a
vast improvement over the pre&ent system but, be warned, it
will also be more demanding.
I agree that we have, in the
past, spent far too much time
slavishly aping the Americans
(see Editorial), but we have no
intention
of
continuing
this
trend.
As for the N.S.W. Site Guide,
I feel obliged to point out that
this was prepared with great
effort by John Selby. The rea&on for its extreme brevity is
that that was all the information available at the time.
It
was decided that the publication of a limited site guide may
encourage others to be more
forthcoming
with
details
of
their local sites. Unfortunately
.this has yet to occur.
I am slightly puzzled by Geoff's
references to "you guys". I su&pect that he means the State
and
Federal
executives,
and
would like to remind Geoff that
the people who make up these
committees are, like Geoff, just
rank-and-file pilots.
The only
difference is that, seeing that
things could be done better, we
have decided to get off our
bums and do something about
it, rather than just writing cau&tic letters to SKYSAILOR.
Savagely Yours,
The Editor.
P.S.
Geoff - if you are interested in
to
compile
a
helping
"COMPLETE" site guide, please
feel free to contact any member of the Federal Committee
with your proposals.

Dear Sir,
In the interests of, and on behalf of all Hang-Glider Pilots,
I feel compelled to write this
letter to you
and would
appreciate it being published in
the next issue of SKYSAILOR.

Fellowship Something to Think About
June 23, 1985 at Spion-Moggs
Creek,
Victoria, an
accident
occurred, resulting in an extremely unfortunate fatality of one
of our young pilots.
Although not a very well known
pilot, (living in Torquay and
having only been in the sport a
couple of years), he was a member of the V.H.G.A. and the
Southern H.G.C.
Those who knew him enjoyed his
company and his fellowship, and
all of us are grief-stricken by
his untimely death. Our sincere
condolences go to his family
and friends.

Dear Editor,
I am migrating to W.A. because
of work commitments and would
like to take this opportunity to
notify my distant friends from
Dave Allen in Tas. and as far
north as Glen (Gentleman sitdown) Kramer and the Cairns
boys and all my close flying
friends in between, especially
in the Newcastle Hang Gliding
Club.
My newly wedded wife Annette
and I will keep in touch.
Until we meet again,
Happy flying,
Ross Duncan.

It is at this point which brings
me to the reason for this letter.
I am saddened by the fact that
the communication network within our clubs could not be put into action immediately to enable
representatives of our sport to
attend his funeral, and a wreath
to be sent, with our rememberances, to his family.
Most of us did not learn of the
accident until at least one week
later, and by that time it was
too late to attend the funeral.
This lack of communication reflects on the fellowship of these
clubs.
I would like to see that this becomes a "Policy" of all HangGliding Clubs in the event of a
fatality. Also in the case of a
serious accident whereby a Pilot is hospitalised, a representative could be sent along with
well wishes.
This fellowship cannot be strong
enough, as we are all in this together and must remember:"This could happen to me".
Even though it is impossible for
us to get to know all other
Pilots,
thus
preventing
such
tragic events as these becoming
close to home - it is close to
home because,
- He was one of us Safe flying,
Happy Landing,
Mark Alford.

Fellow Pilots and Friends,
Does your flying seem like endless days of crowded sites, poor
weather,
constant
frustrations
and disorganisation, X-C days
lost through no retrieval, damp
desperation when it rains ••••• or
maybe you sit in your car frazzled by the summer sun, harassed
by flies and bored friends ••••••
sound familiar?
We would like to invite you,
your friends and family to share
the warmth and comradeship of
a flying holiday with us.
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On the flying side, you'll have
daily access to the smooth endless lift of the Stanwell ridge,
scenic Mt. Cambewarra, or you
can try the challenging local
sites...... Mt.
Broughton,
Mt.
Gingenbullen and Cowabee.... or
what about the magic of the
Lake George glassy evening air
(all 30kms. of it) .... or maybe
some X-C from Spring, Wayo or
Pig Hill ........ a spot of towing at
Marulan
gliding
strip .... and
that's just a sample as hopefully
our new
1,000', 20km.
long
range, offering excellent ridge,
thermal and cross country potential will be open by spring.
For the non-flyers and bad
weather days there Is horse riding, breath-taking bush walks,
historic ruins as wll as all the
usual facilities of an established
holiday area, not to mention the
rustic charms of your accommodation, an excellently maintained
1850's Cobb and Co. Inn.
How does a phone-in and retrieval service, 4WD and driver, expert guidance and tuition, XC
League flights witnessed with
documentation, equipment hire
and rating flight and theory
tests sound?
We will be taking groups of
three or more... other enquiries
welcome.
The cost ... $50.00
for two days or $20.00 per day
for three days or more. Share
style accommodation. B. & B.
plus suppers and snacks.
You
will need to bring your own
sleeping gear and towels, etc.
EARL Y
BOOKING
WITH
DEPOSIT
RECOMMENDED ........
PHONE US NOW 048 78 9274.
SPECIAL SKIERS OVER-NIGHT
STOP:
B. & B. .. ...... $10.00
(with supper $15.00)
Ian Jarman,
Cloudbase,
Black Horse Farm,
Hume Highway,
Sutton Forest. N.S. W. 2577
Dear Sir,
Regarding

Take-Off

Technique:-

After watching an unfortunate
light wind take-off attempt at
Mt.
Tambourine
recently,
in
which the pilot received a dislocated shoulder, I felt compellSKYSAILOR
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ed to share some things with
other flyers about take-off procedures.
The same day, Vern and Trevor
Purcell were talking about a
recent article on take-off and
commented
that
it
can be
dangerous to run with the nose
down, as recommended in that
article. I think the terminology
of "nose up", "nose down" can
be misleading in itself and prefer to think in terms of "positive", "negative" or "neutral"
angle of attack, as we expressed
it in the early days of gliding
in our standard Rogallos.
The angle of attack was very
clear in even a light breeze, at
launch the sail either lifted and
filled, or hung on the frame.
The short cord modern gliders
can still have a negative angle
of attack when the nose is
above a level position, therefore
I believe it is best to give an
experienced pilot the credit for
knowing by feel his approximate
angle of attack from the bar
pOSition or the amount of drag
on the glider.
I believe that in a light wind
take-off, with the glider not
stretching your suspension line,
the safest procedure is to start
your run with a neutral to
slightly positive angle of attack,
quickly feeding out the bar as
you run until you feel some harness pressure, but not enough to
have the wing create sufficient
drag to slow your run.
Once
this pressure occurs, hold the
angle or pull in slightly to
allow you to run hard and build
up maximum speed while the
glider is carrying its own weight
and under control.

Depending on the site:
if the
ground drops away (as Rosin's)
then you will be automatically
in the air in a moment with
safe air speed and be able to
make the desired adjustments,
or if the slope remains semi-constant (as Tambourine) then you
push out when you feel a good
safe excess of air speed, if the
sheer lift generated by your
speed hasn't already picked you
up.
With modern gliders which fly
so easily and stay aloft on light
breezes, I find that pilots can
have hours of soaring up on a
glider and be accomplished in
the air but be very inexperienced at take-offs and landings.
(An hour of flight in '74 or '75
probably represented 6
10
flights and gave us good experience and confidence in this
area, if nothing else).
For
pilots stepping up it would not
be a bad thing to take your
new G.T.R. to a training hill
and do light or still wind takeoffs and landing all day until
you can land without running
like Herb Elliot and dropping
the nose during landing. Watch
a crow jump off a fence and
swoop to the ground, he flies upward
to
flare,
immediately
before the stall, not after. The
number of experienced and semiexperienced
flyers
who
are
dropping the nose and/or bending uprights is surprisingly high
with double surface gliders.
Another area which some of my
Queensland mates need to look
at is final turns 20' or 30'
above the ground which inevitably seem to finish up with a
dragged wing, on touch down as
the glider takes time to loose

the inertia of a turn. I've been
gUilty of this myself recently and
have seen others have quite a
hard landing through it. If it
does happen, flare very hard
after touch down and go around
with it, then at least you may
only touch the tip on the
ground and not have a · bang
down with the nose. This would
not necessarily be suitable when
landing in wind of more than
about 5-8 m.p.h. as turning
away from the wind could give
you a ground handling problem.
It's also unlikely for anyone to
need to be doing last minute
turns with a head wind to land
into.
Hoping that these thoughts are
taken in good spirit and are a
help to anyone who needs to improve their technique and confidence in these areas.

In conclusion, I would like to thank Phil and Marilyn Farquharson for the incredible and total
ambulance service they unhesitatingly supplied
that fateful day.
P.S.
For
launching and
you can, to
GLIDING" -

a very comprehensive article on
problems thereto please refer, if
the JUNE, 1984 issue of "HANG
Page 8.

ATTENTION
ADVERTISERS
NOTICE TO ADVERTISERS
Casual Advertisements:

Andy Kennedy

Accident Report
Pilot Age
Rating
Place
Date
Conditions
Wing
Damage
Pilot Injury

25 years.
PR3 - 150 hours plus.
Mt. Tamborine
(Just south of Brisbane)
29th. June, 1985.
Calm to variable
Sabre 165
None
Dislocated left shoulder.

The seabreeze was just beginning to puff over
the back making it necessary to wait for one of
the light thermal cycles to negate this tailwind
component.
When both streamers (one further down the slope)
were pointing the right way I went for it instantly realising, however, that my angle of attack
was too low relative to the slope. This seemed
to cause the glider to move ahead of me with
the air flow pushing the nose down instead of
generating lift given a more static angle of
attack.
Pushing out couldn't save the launch because no
weight was being applied to the CG in this "no
lift" situation.
The resultant nose-in
body impact was in
intense pain and now
a strapped up arm is,
tacular.

combined with an unlucky
no way spectacular. The
the inconvenience of having
to me however, quite spec-

Casual advertisements are those which are inserted for one issue only. In order to cut down on
administrative costs and hassles, casual advertisers are requested to send full payment along
with the advertisement.
Regular Advertisers:
Regular advertisers can reserve a spot in SKYSAILOR for a maximum period of three months.
Again, payment at the time of placement is requested, although an account will be supplied on
request.
Artwork:
Advertisements which are supplied "print ready"
should be of professional quality. A full promotional service, including writing, artwork and
advice, is available on request.
For further
details, contact the Editor.
Advertising Rates:
The rates printed on the inside front cover are
for "print ready", black-and-white material. For
rates on colour material, contact the Editor.
Responsibili ty:
The responsibility for the accuracy of claims
made in advertisements remains with the advertiser. Hang gliding is an activity where there is
close contact between consumers and businesses.
Because of this, the average pilot places a great
deal of trust in advertisers to supply accurate
information. We feel that any breach of such
trust would be severely detrimental to the sport
in general, and in particular, to the relationship
between hang gliding businesses and their customers.
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Behind The l,on Curtnin
EGER CUP -85
By DERMOT MEANEY
The poms have been quite successful at this
compo over the past few years, partly due to
their organisational ability to send subsidised
teams across Europe and partly because their
pilots are very competitive. This compo has been
going for nine years and they have had triangle,
or set X-C tasks when we were still using the
bull.
This task setting is due to the forward
thinking of the Hungarian H~G. pilots and the
airspace restrictions imposed by the Russian occupation forces.
Birgit, myself and three Swedes
arrived in Eger three days prior to the compo
The first day we spent sorting out some accommodation which, combined with the bureaucracy
and a very large language barrier took some
time. The next day an Hungarian pilot, Peter
Sturm ann, came to our aid and took us to the
hill. As the day was totally overcast, we had a
quick glide to the official landing field. The hill
is almost 900' with three launches: N/W - S/W
- S/E; although the latter leaves a lot to be
desired.
The hill, an9 surrounding hills, are compietely covered with trees.
90% of the flat
lands are cultivated with varying foliage heights,
from 1 metre sunflowers, to 3 metre vines.
As there are no privately-owned farms, like in
the West, one gets greeted after landing in, and
trampling on crops, instead of the more usual
"pay-up, or else", like in Austria.
Sat. 22nd. June:
This was what is commonly referred to as outrageous.
Most of the foreigners had arrived
along with quite a few locals to sample the 2/8
- 3/8 cover of well developed cu's. Aside from
what we would have been able to achieve, we
had the restrictions of a 10 km. x 20 km. oval
to 1,000 m. A.G.L.
As the wind/thermal
strength on launch was only 0 - 5 kts. a few
people had difficulty in getting up. But once up
it was hard to come down.
Sun.
This
This
was
they

23rd. June:
was the registration and first compo day.
day was not flyable which, as it turned out,
a break for the organisers, because I think
had more pilots than expected.

Mon. 24th. June:
Rain. So that's why the grass is so long and
green. A very nice shade of green though.
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Tues. 25th. June:
Although we did fly, the organisers decided that
the conditions were not good enough to call a
valid task. A good decision, especially when one
bears in mind their dedication to X-C flying as
the sole purpose for competition. None of this
"we'll call any sort of task because it's flyable".
Many hours of ridge searing were logged this
day, as were many minutes of collision avoidance in the 99% stable air. It would have been
a reasonable day's recreational flying, but with
28 pilots tr~ing to 3?0 in that 1% of instability
and 25 trymg to ridge-soar in the same half
blobs, the air resembled a battle of Britain dogfight at low level than a hang gliding compo

Wed. 26th. June:
The first day of compo flying and a boomer to
boot. The airspace was again restricted but the
organisers optimised what they had been given.
They called a triangle of about 25 kms., which
could be flown as many times as possible in the
available time.
Last launch at 18.00 hrs. and
compulsory landing at 19.30 hrs.
From launch
the first turnpoint was 6 km. along the ridge,
?ut one could not get a photo by just ridge soarmg. The next turnpoint was 4 km. upwind from
launch. The photo point was the top of a 10
storey apartment block.
The third point was
about 4 km. over the back of launch. One could
do the turnpoints starting at any of the three.
Steve B. launched early but went down as the
wind dropped off, he got back up in time to relaunch when it got good.
The Wind/thermal strength varied quite a bit
throughout the day, 30 kts. early in the day
down to 5-8 kts. just after Steve launched, then
10-15 kts. when most people launched. In the
last hour it picked up to 25 kts. Birgit reported
on the radio that she was virtually parked on the
ridge.
The winner of the day was Folke

Wikberg, with two triangles, plus a kilometre or
two, Steve was 2nd. with a very close landing
to make almost two triangles, and a Frenchman
came 3rd. The rest of us Aussies had very mediocre placings. One sad note to the day was the
crash of a Hungarian pilot into a small building
alongside of the field I landed in.
Thurs. 27th. June:
Similar conditions to Tuesday 25th. but a touch
more unstable. The task called was 14 kms. out
and 14 kms. return. The course was parallel to
a 20 kt.. wind from the N/W. Although there
was no real hope of getting back, the return part
of the course encouraged one to get to the turn
high. We took off late that day (I6.00 hrs.) and
spent a few hours trying to get high, and stay
high for that inevitable downwind dash. Steve B.
and Peter Harvey (G.B.) seemed to have an unmatchable sink rate on their 166 sandwich cloth
magic 4's. Later in the day about one-third of
the field went crosswind to a ridge N/E of
launch, it seemed to be producing some light
cu's. But it also meant one had to crosswind to
get to the turnpoint.
At about 18.00 hrs. a
bubble came for Brett Freebody and myself to
scratch at while we went to the turnpoint along
with an Eastern bloc pilot. We had a slight problem finding the big "X" on the ground because it
was situated at a road junction where the intersecting road runs to tbe west instead of the east
as we were informed at the briefing. Brett
made the turn point at power line height and I
squeezed a couple of more k's. back into the
now 25 kts. wind.
From my landing point I
watched a few more pilots drift over but none
came back. That meant I must have done something right today•••• hmmm ••••• now if I can only
remember what that was.
Steve came in his regular second, only 200 m. bePeter Harvey and J es Flynn were
hind me.
spaced 500 m. behind Steve.
Fri. 28th. June:
Today heralded a promising 7/8 cloud cover that
looked possible to get away in. The organisers
had a quandry as to which launch should be
used, the S/E or the S/W. We used the S/W,
which was the lesser of two evils. We set up in
varying amounts of rain and sun, then waited in
through periods of rain and sunshine for some
reasonable cycles. Two hours of that sort of
stuff leaves my patience sadly lacking.
One
local pilot launched and almost stayed up. Well
that was enough for me. I had to go.

Hungarians to fly and to host competitions, the
rules must state that flying can be cancelled at
any time with no explanation, we did not get
one. So confusion reigned for a time, the pilots
who had radios came down from their lofty thermals. I guess the other thermal inhabitants who
did not have radios or did not see the big "V"s
on the ground thought they were mad.
One
Swede spent three hours talking to a few Ruski
sub-machine guns. He kept his cool and did not
threaten them with violence, or iaw suits even,
so he was allowed to go and fly the next day.
When I got back on top I was in time to help
Birgit de-rig her glider. As we were about to
place it on the truck to drive down we were informed that we could fly but just around Eger.
Good job there was a language barrier!
Sat. 29th. June:
After an evening of good (cheap) wine, good
(very cheap) food and great (price less) Hungarian
hospitality we commenced this day with good
weather. Friday was almost forgotten. The task
was 85 kms. out and return in a corridor with a
few "no landski" out areas.
Drew Cooper was
the first Aussie off the hill along with a few locals. Half an hour later I launched. We worked
some bubbles around the hill for 20 minutes before getting a good one to base at 5,000', 3,500'
above launch. We figured that was good enough
for us to go X-C with. It was, but the next one
was not. We flew from first base to second but
unfortunately the second cloud had started to decay when we arrived.
I landed after only 16
kms. and Drew pushed his G.T.R. on for another
13 kms. While I was dragging my glider out of
a 1.5 m. high sunflower crop, the main gaggle
passed overhead (could some one please pass the
razor blade). Steve B. was there at the top of
the stack flying as consistently as ever. I think
everybody flew over me this day. Birgit did 42
kms. Tony Rainouf, our Austrian Aussie flew
his G.T.R. 59 kms. and Brett did 25. Ste~e was
pipped for line honours again today, by Peter Harvey. Steve did 80kms. while Peter did the turn
point and back a few k's. for 85.7 kms. This
was good enough to win the contest for Steve.
Even though we only had three competition days,
I think the line up of Steve Blenkinsop,
1st
2nd Peter Harvey, and
3rd Jess Flynn,
would have looked very much the same after
another three days. It seemed to me that most

I soared for a while and, after about 15 mins.
landed and proceeded to de-rig my glider inbetween rain showers in the bottom landing area.
Two hours' later it started getting good again.
I was on my way back up with my radio on listening to the other Aussles skying out. The task
was 120 km. in a 30 km. corridor with a 1,000
m. ceiling. Steve was at cloud base and Brett
had his G.T.R. cranked over in 1,000 up, pointed
towards heaven when the bomb dropped! No not
that bomb.
The order was given for all pilots
to land. Although the big red bear allows the
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of the people I could converse with (many different tongues) enjoyed their trip to Hungary, and
had many different experiences - the Swedes
particularly. They reckon the night life is the
hottest, some landing areas are not for Western
hang glider pilots and that Russian Migs have a
better LID at speed than a Solar Wings Typhoon.
Steve landed by a road one day that was lined
with weeds that would have made many Aussie
diver pilots weep for joy. Birgit and myself had
some good flying and good times. We lived well
for a small price. Finally I would like to thank
the Hungarians who, had they more access to
Western materials, freedom, spare time and lifestyle, would be a very competitive nation at European and World Competitions.
RESULTS

nsw
ONCE ONLY LIQUIDATION SALE!!
SABRE 177 (P.R.4)
Milar Sail.
Aqua blue top surface,
stunning rainbow undersurface with V.B.
and speedbar.
Performance plus & handling unsurpassed.
Top condition
$1 ,500.00 O.N .0.
Will freight.

1st.

Steve BLENKINSOP (AUS.)

2nd.

Peter HARVEY

(G.B.)

3rd.

Jes FLYNN

(G.B.)

Other Australians:
12th.

Dermot MEANEY

13th.

Tony RAMOVF

14th.

Brett FREEBODY

38th.

Drew COOPER

GYRO 1 80 ( P • R. 1 )
Green and white.
Flies great, good
condi tion.
Best glider for beginner.
Perfect static balance.
$1,150 O.N.O.
P.A. DELUXE WINTER FLYING SUIT
Blue.
As new.
Used twice.
Fit 5'10"
muscle bound hulk, like me,
too warm
for north coast flying.
New Price - $120.00
Sell - $80.00 O.N.O.
STANWELL SOARING CENTRE POD
Black
with
red
and
white
racing
stripes.
Used twice.
$330.00 with back pack bag.
OR
U.L.F.S. COCOON HARNESS
Green colour (hides grass stains). Very
comfy.
Fit 5'10"
$120.00
I'll sell
other.
BALL

VARIO

one

harness

AND

and

DIGITAL

keep

the

ALTIMETER

(Square box type).
Perfect condition.
$500.00 O.N.O.
DISCOUNTS FOR BULK BUYS
RING (065) 62 7292 (A.H.)
TALK TO TOM
I'm not getting out of the sport (?)
Just need winter dollars!!!
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MOYES GTS.170 (P.R.3)

MOYES 170 MARS (P.R.1)

White surfcote L/E, Upper green double
surface.
VB and airframe inspections
By Headwind, since new, Good condition. Selling to finance studies.

Black Mylar lead edge. Red to ~hite
top.
Yellow to white under. Excellent
condition.
- $1,400

Sacrifice - $1,120 O.N.O.

Phone:

David (02) 32 2437

Phone: (066) 88 4203
MOYES GT 170 (P.R.3)

MOYES MARS 170 (P.R.1)

Blue and white, black leading edge.
Never left Stanwell Park. Good condition.
- $1,150

Red/Green leading edge, very good condition.
- $1,150.00
Phone:

Martyn (049) 77 1537

P.A. HARNESS & PARACHUTE (Windhaven)

MOYES MARS 170 (P.R.1)

Has actually worked.
$200.00

Will deliver.

Phone: Kieran (02) 521 6000 (bus.)
(042) 94 2645 (home)
SKYTREK PROBE II 177 (P.R.3)

Phone:

Very good condition
- $1,100

Bob Barnes (065) 54 0416

WANTED

A handsome yellow and blue with white
middle topside.
Drum-tight surfcote
sail. VB and speed bar.
A hot thermailing kite.
High performance for low
dollars.

Cocoon harness for 5'9" - 5'10" pilot.
Will pay up to $120.00

- $1,300
Phone: Steve - (02) 235 4596 (B.S.)
(02) 412 4191 (A.H.)

APRON HARNESS

$2,100
could
buy
a
new
glider.
OR, the last Aust. Probe II, a matching cocoon harness, parachute, Afro
instruments, a towing bridle and a
A.S.A. 2046 helmet.

Phone:

DOUBLE CONNECTION - MOYES

Tel: (02) 93 2930 (A.H.)

Cheap $150.00.

Phone:

Geoff Martin (02) 909 1756
(after 5 p.m.)

Yellow with stirrup

$35.00

Geoff Martin - (02) 909 1756
(after 5 p.m)

Hardly used.

Phone: Bob Barnes (065) 54 0416
U.L.F.S. SWIFT 170 (P.R.3)
Red Sail, very good condition.

AIRBORNE TRIKE/MEGA 190 with Rotax 277.
Low hours, easy to fly, lessons incl.

$650.00 O.N.O.
$3,250
Phone:

Paul (02) 546 2545
Phone:

SKYTREK GYRO 180 (P.R.1)
Black L/E, orange and gold sail.
condition.
- $1,200
Phone: Steve - (02) 235 4596 (B.H.)
(02) 412 4191 (A.H.)

(02) 682 1820

FLEDE 3 + ULFS TRIKE
Good

Excellent condition.
The ideal hang
glider
pilots
ultralight.
One man
assembly, transports on roof-racks.
- $3,000 O.N.O.
Phone: Greg - (063) 31 3875
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PTERODACTYL ASCENDER II
MOYES MISSILE 180 (P.R.3)
Ultralight.
Rarely used, good condition.
High performance engine and 2nd.
seat option.
Can be disassembled for
car-top or commercial carrier transport.
$6,500 tax paid!

Rod

Birrell- (03) 439 6083

Red with yellow nose and keel pocket.
Good condition and comes with free
"French Connection".
- $800.00
Phone:

Brett Worth (07) 371 1911 (Bus)
(07) 273 4247 (A.H)

A.H.
AIRWAVES MAGIC III (P.R.4)

qld
MOYES GT 170 (P.R.3)
Clean, in good nick, spares include
competition
leading
edge
upright,
sleeves, and larger restraining strap
for easy handling.
$1,300

Features sandwich myler sail, aerofoil
uprights and kingpost, speed bar, variable billow, and pitchee.
The top
surface is white with navy blue leading edge, undersurface has blue exponential stripping.
This proven competition and cross country glider is less
than 12 months old and has never been
bent. It's yours for only
$1,875.00
Will take trade if necessary.
Phone: Jerry on 399 6108

P.A. COCOON
Dark blue, suit pilot 5'4", zipper
chute, tow bridle and release.
$150.00

for

SINGLE FRENCH CONNECTION
- $50.00
P.A. CHUTE
Unused, clean

$300.00

LITEK VARIO
In white faired case, with quick clamp
attachment and Hall airspeed indicator.
$200.00
THOMMEN ALTIMETER
Wrist strap, to 18,000' in 20'
ments (only taken to 7,000').
$130.00

incre-

ESPRIT (P.R.4)
U.S.H.G.M.A. certified, high performance glider. 160 sq. ft., 7.5:1 aspect
ratio, V.G, 4 intermediate half battens per side, closed-cell foam leadingedge inserts, all "Dimensions" dacron.
Top speed and L:D unbeaten by current
designs.
As New - $2,100
Value for - $1,750
MOYES GT170 (P.R.3)
Very clean glider.
Black L.E., gold
U. S., white top surface.
New mylar,
leading edges and "A" frame uprights.
- $950.00

REALISTIC 5W CB

E.F.5 TRIKE ULTRALIGHT

Down tube mounts.
mic., trailing aerial,
2 sets of Nicads and battery
charger, 7 sets of crystals.
$170.00

Very clean sail (brown/white). Stronger
leading-edges,
trailing
edges,
compo struts and folding, 3-piece "A"
frame.
Anti-roll compensated.
"Suncoast"
heavy-duty trike with handbrake.
"Suncoast"
"Mach. 1 "
Robin
engine with 2.5:1 re-drive, choke and
overhead pull-start for easy aerial
restart. very tidy soarable unit.
$2,990.

TANDY CAR CB
5W,
40 Channel, mic.
and
mounting roof aerial.
$100.00

magnetic

I'll throw in a helmet but I'm keeping
my shades.
Phone:

Greg Tanner (07) 370 2873
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Contact:

Stan Roy,
Dales Road,
Palmwoods. · 4555
(071)459185

MOYES MEGA MAJO

R (P.R.1)
.
' c r o s s bars

swivell~ng
All gold co~our, edge,
double, e sleeved
times
Mylar
lead~ng 'I
Flown f~v glider.
sa~ • Good
clean
sellkeel, clean
verhaul.
,
overseas,
since ~l owner go~ng
Must se ,
0
ing cheap. _ $650.00 O.N • •
Phone:

( 071) 45 2700

sa
MOYES MISSIL E (P.R.3)
Make
llent
cond~'t ~' onn· have
it. some
In exce
kind
of offer and you ca
Phone:

Peter (08) 46 5647

METEOR
(P.R.3)
~M~O~Y~E~S~=___ 170
.

I

;;.;Sail been
.
t
No ho es etc.
checked sur
oUfa"ce glider.
Good 1 st. double
Easy
handling.
$550.00
Phone:

27 3266
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STOP PRESS••. STOP PRESS ••• STOP PRESS ••• STOP PRESS••• STOP PRESS••• STOP PRESS••• STOP PRESS
STOP PRESS••• STOP PRESS ••• STOP PRESS••• STOP PRESS ••• STOP PRESS ••• STOP PRESS••• STOP PRESS
STOP PRESS ••• STOP PRESS ••• STOP PRESS ••• STOP PRESS••• STOP PRESS ••• STOP PRESS••• STOP PRESS

.... The Sensational
•
IS

FOIL now
GUTENSIEGAL Certified....
.... DHV Tester so impressed he ordered one ....
ENTERPRISE WINGS HAS MOVED III
Now we are just five minutes from Stanwell Park:

FACTORY 1, 189 PARK ST.
HELENSBURGH,NSW 2508 Ph.(042)942052
Our spacious modern factory offers even better
service with increased production.
Drop in for a coffee and a chat. Check out the
latest in gliders and accessories.
Beginner and
advanced tuition is available.
While you're there you may want to order your
new fOIL or GYRO II as production slots are
filling up RAPIDLY!!!
We offer on-the-premises SAIL and fRAME repairs.
SPRING CLEAN YOUR MACHINE
Come in and have all those tatty bits fixed by
our expert sail makers and airframe engineers.
WE HAVE THE BEST DEALER
COMMISSION SCHEME AND
WE STILL NEED NEW DEALERS
IN SOME AREAS.
Ring

now

and ask Ala n Tolley for
Phone: (042) 94 2052

details

-

Craven Promotions
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m

PRIZES! PRIZES! PRIZES! PRIZES! PRIZES! PRIZES! PRIZES! PRIZES!
$250 ill' 1,Iu HUlus frill

SI00

IIOYES IELTA &LUERS
Uft
vlMlclltr frill
RIARAS HOUSE u' 6ARIEN

Ptrpttul
"ilihrt

Trop~y
TrDp~y

-Ricly luuI 16TRI

21' PliIe':

Trop~y

-Sttvt lIoyu 16TRI

3r4 PliIe':

Trop~y

-C~ris

KilCloliU
IPROlE I

-NtllCilStI, CI,b
Ricly DUUI
Cllr i 5 Kac.oul4
It"lis C..liICjS

Jill Pool, Cblltlr, ClP
for t~t but , . tffort

Picific PillS TrOp~{
for Ut 10lCjfS fliCjU il NSII
Jut PIKt' Nft Pilot
~t vDlcller frill
B
S HOUSE
6ARIEN

ill'

15 ./

30.6.85 ut FIliAL STMDII16S

IWEIfISE

IIAM

by Pl1I1 11011 i 501

1st Pllc,:

IlSUl1S

AUSTRALIAN CROSS COIIITRY LU61i - FINAL REPORT

-Ricly Dum 16TRI

-Carl Brden 16TRI

nills liSt 90 to OIIr S,oIStrS:
IIOYES IEllA &LlDERS
SKYTRECK
BARWAS HOUSE ANI 6ARDEN
PACIFIC PAlMS H6 CLUJ
NEIICASTLE H6 CLUJ
Ut lUCjIt r:1isttrH 79 f1i911ts il tlCfSS of 100 II 16
f1i,lIts il tlCtSS 0 100 lilts II' 4 flirtts il tUUS of 200 kl.
TIIis CDlpitts .it~ lilSt ltU Bert th f igllts rKor't' for thtH
distllcts IItrt 42,6 ill' rts,Ktivly.
EiI[~ ytU .t~t dishlcts keef 01 ilcrelSilCj II' this illS Olt
rtlSOI for Ut dll,t of forad Dr Ut 1985/6 COlpttitiol.

Ut 16 f1igllts of il tICUS of 100 lilts litre f1011 01 8
.iffertlt 'IYS III' III bit 2 lit Alice sprillsl litre il South
Easttn Austnl il INSII lid Victorill. T~t IItI IItr
for tilch
of Uest 'IYs Ire iul"t'. Nott Ut silililrity ,tllHl Uf
IItIUtr pltterlS. Ut CjIID' 'I~S 5ttI to hvt a chncteristic .ip
it Ut Isoblrs over cutnl SII 11m I ~i;' cfltre' jut to t~t
IItst of TilSlllia. TUs Jlltttn is sililiilr to tht 01 th 'IY of
Ur Srtilt Circlt Tu. 16111831.

He

1985/6 XC lEA&UE

Ut "Its IItrt it Ut JUlY Sk~Siilor ill' il ftl ItaPlr ~Ivt
flttrt' Ilrtil". Stl' tltrifS to ill IIollhO:' 8 rOIl Street
A'.StOll., 2 9. It. .er tht MTIM l IER POINTS Ire
IlIocltH frill Ut ItlCJIt II' Uest CDIU bt ilportillt to Cjilil
tltry to SOH ot~er cDipttitiols iI U, flt.,t.

206.0 139.8 89.0 78.0 160.9
200.0 139.8 129.0 92.5 155.7
116.6 139.1 123.3 111.3 143.0
W •• 139.2
163.1 139.5
141.2 129.5 116.6 109.8 132.9
m.o m.o 1'6.0 91.0 127.0
171.8 134,4 107.0 9B.B 89.9 120.4
155.0 139.B 119.5 113.0 6B.O 119.1
162.B 125.0 m.o 92.0 BU l1B.6

IJIICAI 'i,Jy
MUS StWf
Il1111IfSO' Stw,
IIACDOIAl. C.. ,is
IItAIY Dert .. t
IIA.U C.,I
ClIIIII116S Denis
CAlIlT lIidul
IIAlTI11 .id,

291.7
217.'
193.9
164.4
m.3
171.0

JAlIlM 1..
FlllTJE
"I111II16S liil
ClA/IM I.",
111lllTOII
6O.DOII
""AlD
10LlEY All ..
COO1ElJm
IJIICM 'ISS

139.B 136.1
m.o 104.5
118.0 115.0
139.B 123.0
90.0 B2.0
111.6 82.5
110.6 6f.O
108.0 105.0 97.0
166.5 85.0 67.0
105.0 7B.O 77.0

93.9
9B.O
9f.O
f7.0
75.0
73.5
43.5
51.5
51.0
72.0

67.0
96.5
6'.'
39.0
72.0
68.5
f2.f
5'.0
fJ.O
71.0

m.9
112.6

XWAS
IItllLMD II.,
XOO.IIllF "ter
1fD16A1 &ii"
11.1611
lEl. ',r'i,
IIEISIM I, il
110111501 , .. 1
DMIlL INlce
OIllLLl ..

120.0 1.1.f
151.0 139.B
114.0 112.0
110.0 108.0
70.0
132.0 B2.0
156.' B1.6
102.0 76.8
182.1 m.8
132.0 ".0

66.f
95.0
65.0
62.D
64.0
61.0
54.0
65.0

53.6

50.7

Sl.B
55.0
62.0
41.0
34.0
64.0

f2.0
44.0
55.'
41.0
31.5
47.0

46.0

43.'

40.0

lB.4
lB.4
18.2
15.8
14.4
73.8
71.B
11.0
69.1
68.0

111m •• t
".IS ••~,t
HiLl Stw,
WIlL AI ..
IElIIS AI..
"'IICAlSh"
"MIDI Ciris
IIALUII61011 Vill
FIIII.1 &ilr,
SWIllS lirtlitt

153.'
SO.O

f1.O
53.5
51.0

ft.6
41.0
".5

n.'
42.0
40.0

U ••

42.0
25.0
3'.0

fO.'
25.0
1U

m.'

152.9
139.B
'.6illi, 137.'
156.5
S,
.....
167.'
134.0
'wSI,e 161.3

Set'f'

,Nl.. 121.'

U.l

48.6
77.'
5B.O
111.5
45.'
43.B
36.6
35.0
39.9
32.0

29.1

24.8

23.5

39.4

3J.O

29.'

25.0

23.0

31.0
to.4
lOS.2
IllUlISDI
11.0
SlIl1'
"XALIIS r..... 35.1
61m.1 h •• is
u.s

35.1
30.0

2'.8

22.0

26.0
25.2
25.0

21.0
14.2

20.0

IAlIIS I.b
AmlSOIl INlce
110.11 Ctilit
fAlSII Sit

S,.,'US

11.S

m.I

16.0
U.S
10.0
11U
116.1

m.o

k

30.0
35.0
2f.0

lB.O

l'U

101.1
97.2
9f.O
Bf.f
82.3
B2.1
BO.6

64.f

Sf.9

55.4
55.1
49.2
43.5
n.9
39.0
31.3
3'.5

29.5
21.1
14.8
24.1
11.0
11.8
14.9
14.3

,

51ft circlts
Plul IIolli501

Dlh:8112/84

•• t,:23/2/85

F1i9hts fr ..:
IYI911 It 01 I
iIId EII~urst

F1i9~ts

frol:
Plrhs ItDlI
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MJo

STEVIE STANW'ELL MY NOT BE ABLE TO SPELL HIPPOPOTAllaUS,
aUT HE CAN DE51GN A DAMN FINE POD!

NOW HIS UNI QUE TALENTS HAVE BEEN CO,M.~'N£O TO PRO[)uc'E
THE WARMEST) CUDDLIEST Ft>D HARNESS YET DEVELOPED.
STANDARD fEATURE<:J INauOE ;

TOW' LOOPS
ADJU5TA13LE FOOT STIRRIP
PARACHUTE AND BALLAST CDNTAIN£RS
INTERIOR GLiDER J3l\G STORAGE

COLOU~~ NOW IN STOCK:

RED ORANGE

CUSTOM DESIGN COLOUR&

ALL THIS FOR A MERE.

SILVER. J eLUE .
AND STRIPING ARE AVAILAeL-E .
I

~

1

370'00

THIS ~NE5S I~ c;;,o COMFO~TAaLE , nu: ONLY TROUBLE: YOULL
HAVE 15 STAYIN6 A\.IAKE !

